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Abstract: 

This study examines the institutional conditions that are afforded to horticultural producers, in the UK, to perform 

food waste management. This study identifies three important topics of focus regarding food waste management, and 

performs a thorough literature review in order to critically examine the influence of cosmetic standards, the waste 

management hierarchy, and historical motivations among citizens. Semi-structured interviewing as well as field 

observations collaborate with the literature review in representing the stakeholder perspective and experiences of the 

local horticultural producer. This study suggests conditions for horticultural food waste management are sufficient if 

stakeholders are willing to collaborate consistently, and if stakeholders voluntarily seek knowledge and competence 

in order to practise and perform waste management. This voluntary approach and top down encouragement produces 

conditions for food waste management which could lead to the reduction of food waste in its most unattractive form.  
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Summary:  

Food waste is a global issue which is affecting food security in developing countries, as well as producing harmful 

competition on limited water, land, and biodiversity resources within developed nations. The UK is no exception to 

this rule, where tonnes of freshly harvested horticultural produce are thrown away each year before it leaves the 

producer stage. The horticultural industry consists of various stakeholder whom have different influences on the 

overall success of food waste management. This study found that the impact of retailer to the producer is extremely 

significant, and almost all produce is controlled, one way or another by large retailers in the UK. Horticultural produce 

is susceptible to European and retail standards, which this study examines in order to convey the strict restrictions in 

which they place on producers. This study suggests that if communication is consistent and certain standards were 

given a more relaxed approach, perhaps the conditions for mitigating unnecessary waste would become more 

favourable. Furthermore, DEFRA and the government’s policies regarding food waste are heavily critiqued 

throughout this study, and display on occasion the miss communication between stakeholders across the sector. This 

study suggests that efficiency, effectiveness and sustainability are all key drivers for food waste management in UK 

horticulture. The entire system must work collaboratively in order to mitigate waste at its most unattractive form. 

Gaining competence and knowledge on different waste streams and their appropriateness, depicted by DEFRA’s waste 

management hierarchy, would afford producers the opportunity to further minimise their horticultural waste. 
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1. Introduction 
This section in particular introduces background knowledge on the topic of food waste, and how the UK is 

relevant to those issues both nationally and globally. The position of this study is identified through its 

contribution to existing forms of literature regarding food waste. The section facilitates a chosen niche by 

firstly examining the problem from a holistic view before narrowing down towards a defined problem for 

this study and subsequently the establishment of an aim and intended research questions.  

1.1. Background 
“Reducing food waste and increasing resource use efficiency in the food chain has received growing 

attention at international, regional and national levels” (Jeong. et al., 2014, p.5). In order to understand why 

society must reduce food waste it is integral to understand the obstacles food waste presents, as a 

phenomenon, to achieving global development goals. According to Jeong. et al.,(2014); food security is a 

major objective in order to better the lives of those who are currently undernourished around the world. 

Although reducing food waste in more economically developed countries may not provide the intended 

direct facilitation to the issue of food insecurity in low income countries; it does have the capacity to reduce 

“competition on limited water, land, and biodiversity resources” within its own borders (ibid., p.5).  

Furthermore a report undertaken by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 

in 2013 called “Food Wastage Footprint” outlines the conclusive evidence that food waste also represents 

a large producer of greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) (FAO, 2013, p.16). Food wastage which ultimately 

moves to municipal landfills can represent a significant source of methane; therefore deducing that food 

wastage, when integrated into a country of top emitters, would rank third after the United States of America 

(USA) and China (FAO, 2013, p.17). Given the numerous disadvantages of food waste, alongside the events 

of rising world population and increasing income, it is vitally important that political institutions, producers, 

suppliers, retailers and consumers all acknowledge and address food wastage in a sustainable and 

appropriate manner.  

According to Friends of the Earth (2016, p.3), in terms of food, the UK is one of the most wasteful countries 

in the European Union. In a 2010 report, the European Commission estimated that the UK was the highest 

food waste generator of all member states with a food wastage total of “14,391,000 tonnes” (European 

Commission, 2010, p.12). The nearest member state to the UK’s wastage, was that produced by Germany 

with “10,387,000 tonnes” (ibid., p.12) With a staggering “15 million tonnes per year feeding no-one” 

(Friends of the Earth,2016, p.3), the UK could struggle to meet the UN Sustainable Development Goals 

agreed upon to reduce food losses along production and supply chains by 2030 (Priestley, 2016). 

Alternatively in Sweden, a fellow member of the European Union, according to the National Food Agency, 

“food waste produced by retailers, restaurants and households is beginning to decline” (National Food 

Agency, 2016, p.3). Although Olsson (2017) argues “Sweden is renowned for its unique food and 

progressive eco-friendly culture”, further on the author reveals that “every month, Stockholm alone collects 

nearly 100,000kg of food waste”, illuminating the harsh reality that even arguably the most recognised 

environmentally progressive states have issues with food waste.  

The extensive wastage seen in the UK is not merely due to its third largest population in Europe, but also 

its food waste by average citizen, which stands at “131.5kg of food a year” (Yapp, 2016). Although the UK 

is the highest food waster of all member states, in 2010 Sweden had a food waste per person volume of 

“127kg”, therefore it can be assumed that both Sweden and the UK have an intrinsic issue of individual 

consumption and that this issue is not unique to the UK (Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, 2012, 

p.6). As in all aspects of food waste data, the definition of food waste itself is under continuous scrutiny. In 

2010, according to the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA), data was collated under the 

assumption that food waste was considered to be “generated volumes that had to have been fit for human 
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consumption”, whereas subsequently 2 years later, the classification of food wastage changed and 

comparing data became unreliable (ibid., p.7). This distinction between unavoidable and unnecessary waste 

is similarly recognised in the UK by the Waste and Resources Action Programme (WRAP) whom describe 

avoidable waste as “food thrown away because it is no longer wanted or past its best” and possible avoidable 

which includes “food such as meat bones, fruit peelings, and tea bags” (Ventour, 2008, p.15). This 

categorisation and ranking of food wastage has proven important in affirming the focus of this study in later 

sections. 

The UK currently has no legally binding reduction targets for food waste, despite the fact that in 2015 Kerry 

McCarthy MP proposed a “food waste reduction bill”, whereby supermarkets and manufacturers were 

required to reduce their food waste by no less than 30% by 2025 (ibid., p.43). A study undertaken by the 

WRAP illustrates that from 2011 to 2014 food waste was costing the UK “17 billion pounds” a year (WRAP 

2016b, p.4). WRAP is a UK NGO working alongside governments, businesses and communities to find 

solutions to improve resource efficiency. Their statistics on food waste are enormous and depict food waste 

as an issue, socially, economically and environmentally in the UK which is arguably not currently under 

control or sufficient management. On the other hand, in terms of legislation, even in well recognised 

environmental countries, such as Sweden “implementing a specific strategy or national plan for food waste 

reduction” has proven problematic however, contrastingly Sweden has established national targets and 

various regulative measures to decrease waste; such as the “regulation regarding food waste” which 

“forbids (among other things) landfill of organic waste” (Elander et al., 2016, pp.6-7).  

1.2. Problem 
This study has focused on food waste in horticultural farms at the primary production stage of fruit and 

vegetable produce. In the fresh produce sector, the major retailers now account for 80% of the overall 

market in the UK (Horticultural Forum, 2006, p.9), therefore their influence on produce and thus food 

wastage is consequentially growing. Although only 1% of all land used for agriculture in the UK is used 

for horticulture; according to Garnett (2006) “9 million tonnes of fruit and vegetables are discarded as waste 

each year” and 31% of potentially biodegradable waste is merely sent to land fill (ibid., p.62). Similar to 

the UK, Sweden’s “five largest food retailing companies dominate the market”, and subsequently control 

large portions of the supply chain (Eriksson, 2012, pp.14-15). Remarkably, the large retailer Willy’s, alone, 

produced “1565 tonnes of food waste” from 2010 to 2012, of which “85% of them were fruit and 

vegetables” (Zhou, 2014, p.10). Therefore, the growing concern that retailers are heavily influencing food 

wastage at production levels is becoming more identifiable, and in addition, with particular attention to 

horticultural produce in the UK, this institutional power is arguably creating a systemic problem which 

occurs not only in UK but clearly in other EU nations such as Sweden.  

The figures above emphasise the demands and pressures which are placed on horticultural farms, such as 

the pressures to over produce in case extra quantities are required at short notice or pressures regarding 

European cosmetic standards which divide fruit and vegetables into strict classes (Garnett 2006, p.63). 

Cosmetic standards refer to standards produced by the Department for Environmental, Food & Rural affairs 

(DEFRA), and the food standards agency (FDA) within the UK. These specific, and general, marketing 

standards aim to sufficiently develop fruit and vegetables within the market which are “of acceptable 

quality” (DEFRA, 2011, p.1). Pressures from standardising can lead to circumstances where there is 

considerable surplus which is later sent to land fill, or the rejection of fruit and vegetables altogether because 

they are considered the “wrong-size” or as various campaigns identify them as “ugly produce” (Garnett, 

2006; Hyslop 2015). The maintenance of product quality is a serious issue in the attempt to minimise food 

waste in farming, as specific packaging or class requirements involve the rejection of substandard food 

products. These substandard products “do not imply a lack of hygiene or nutrition quality, but visual 

impairments” (Henningsson et al. 2004, p.508), therefore these fruit and vegetables are perfectly edible 

products and by definition unnecessary waste. 
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Horticultural farmers are an important stakeholder in the life-cycle process of all fruit and vegetable 

produce, and their participation in all decision making in the sector should reflect a democratic process. 

Henningsson et al. (2004) argues that in order to achieve waste minimisation the UK needs “improved 

consensus and dialogue between purchasers and those that produce”, therefore emphasising the importance 

of stakeholder communication. According to the department of food and rural affairs “77% of UK citizens 

agree that it is important to support British Farmers” (DEFRA 2016, p.4), accentuating the importance of 

promoting improved management of  horticultural farms 9 million tonnes of waste and stopping the 

“outrageously trivial” rejections (Garnett, 2006, p. 62). This approach is emphasised by Sweden’s National 

Rural Network, whom conducted thematic working groups to improve and encourage the role of rural 

stakeholders. The focus was to create a “common understanding of the need to use local food and improve 

food quality”, and moreover “understanding each other’s situation and context”; all arguably critical in 

producing a more cooperative and communicative food industry, from producer to consumer (European 

Network for Rural Development, 2015, p.3). These forms of cooperation could arguably create better 

conditions for farmers to interact and experience waste management practises in the UK, and ultimately 

reduce waste whilst sharing crucial knowledge and expertise.  

1.3. Focus, Aim and Research Question’s 
This study takes the assumption that greater prevention and re-use of food waste is imperative for the future 

sustainability of horticultural farming and reduction of damage to the environment (United Nations (UN), 

2016). Reducing the amount of food waste in horticultural farming requires the attention of many different 

factors; including cosmetic standards, waste management practises and stakeholder communication. By 

rigorously divulging into these vital factors, this study has explained the conditions and approaches to food 

waste management, within UK horticulture, whilst uncovering enabling factors which minimise food 

wastage and in addition reveal the level of democratic participation afforded to the producers themselves. 

Target 3 of Sustainable Development Goal 12 is to “halve per capita global food waste at the retail and 

consumer levels” by 2030 however, the target only refers to production and supply chain levels in terms of 

reducing food losses (UN, 2016). Pressures on retail and domestic food waste are well rehearsed within the 

literature and although they are arguably justified; it is important not to neglect food waste produced at 

production stages. Often in studies such as “Food waste volumes in Sweden” (2012), waste is extremely 

difficult to quantify, therefore this study has taken the form of a social study and intended to provide an 

outlook on the conditions for successful practise of food waste management, not the total amount of waste 

produced (Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, 2012). The aim of this study is to provide an 

analytical and critical view of the institutional conditions in which farmers are afforded to conduct food 

waste management practise. That analytical view involves the analysis and consideration of various 

stakeholders, policies and practises which occur within this system of horticultural production. This has in 

turn provided a unique perspective for research questions directed from the source of production; the 

primary farming sector, to which research is continuously developing.  

With reference to the waste management hierarchy, at which stages is UK horticulture, managing its 

waste? 

What motivations, with respect to the UK, determine the horticultural approach to food wastage? 

Are cosmetic standards a positive or negative factor for food waste management in UK horticulture? 

The three research questions displayed above outline the inductive direction of this study and particularly 

which factors this study considers vital to address food waste issues in the UK. Waste management practises 

are the practical methods in which farmers address their respective food waste. In the process of uncovering 

the specific approaches horticultural stakeholder reflect, by referring to the waste hierarchy, this study has 

provided a greater understanding of where achievable progress can, and have been made in regard to the 
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management of waste. In addition, given the fact “grading against customer specifications causes the 

greatest loss in the supply chain”; investigating the negative and positive influence of standards, as well as 

uncovering the specific stakeholder acknowledgement of food waste has provided a vital perspective on 

reasons for waste at the production stage (WRAP, 2012, p.3). Stakeholder participation when it comes to 

the management of natural resources is extremely important and food wastage is no exception. DEFRA and 

parliamentary documents such as Priestley’s 2016 “Food Waste” briefing paper consistently outline the 

importance of voluntary initiatives and promoting sustainable food production, but the question is how 

producers and other stakeholders have engaged in these initiatives. Investigating the conditions for food 

waste management practises has uncovered individual experiences and motivations within decision making, 

and to what extent the institutional conditions aid the reduction of waste in the UK.  

1.4. Focus 
One of the main motivations of this study was to gain understanding and provide further clarity on the 

conditions for horticultural farmers in the industries and the industries approach to food waste management. 

Interacting on a primary level with horticultural farmers to gauge their level of knowledge and their 

individual issues within the subject of food waste strengthens this study with a focus both holistically and 

locally. As with all methods of primary data collection, there is a considerable amount of resources and 

time which is required to collect data and thereby only a small sample of horticultural farmers have been 

approached. Subsequently, this has provided no consensus over the industries attitudes to food waste 

however, has given a thorough representation of their experiences and practises and a clearer outlook on 

the food waste landscape. In a study performed by Stenmarck et al. (2016), of all the sectors accounted for, 

the primary production sector “was the most difficult to quantify”, and is such a diverse sector including 

“cattle raising, fishery, cultivation of crops, vineyards, fruits and vegetables” that subsequently there is such 

a wide range of food waste types and amounts generated (ibid., p.20). Due to this comprehensive array of 

factors, it has benefitted the success of this study to focus on fruit and vegetables alone, and thereby negating 

the issues of complexity and strengthening the potential for greater accuracy in empirical findings. 

Furthermore, this study has not included agriculture in its entirety. Food Waste is a contentious issue within 

all the bounds of the agricultural sector, however primarily focusing on horticulture allows a more in-depth 

study where particular relationships can be identified within the fruit and vegetable industry detached from 

meat and poultry which differ significantly in their preparation, packaging and consumption (Langley & 

Yoxall, 2010). The causes of food waste and its occurrence along the food chain is defined by Lipinski et 

al. (2013, p.5) in a Table illustrating the various stages between production and consumption. This project 

focuses on food waste found specifically at production levels; to which Lipinski et al. (2013, p.5) defines 

as those “during or immediately after harvesting on the farm”.  

Due to the narrowed focus on primary production waste, it was imperative that this study clearly defined 

which type of food waste has been addressed throughout. In a study on food losses and waste in primary 

production in Nordic countries, performed by Franke et al. (2016), the defined approach to food waste was 

to “exclude” all manner of produce which was “inedible e.g. peels and bones” (ibid., p.17).. Of course 

determining parts of food as inedible is fairly subjective; however this study has intended to follow Franke 

et al. (2016) study and also excludes unavoidable waste to maintain a sense of clarity. Above all, the main 

focus has addressed “primary products that were intended to be eaten by humans”, and thus however, 

“removed from the supply chain before they enter the next step” (ibid., p.17).  

1.5. Delimitations 
As this study focuses purely on the UK and its respective horticultural food sector, it proves insufficient in 

providing any overview of food waste globally. However, despite physical differences in crop type and 

land use, as well as population; many standards and waste management practises are shared by means of 

the European Union, allowing this study to give a reasonably accurate representation on some aspects across 
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the rest of the Europe. Overall the limitation of a case study has not compromised this papers capacity to 

present a thorough insight into the horticultural farming conditions in the UK in its own individual context. 

It is beyond the bounds of this study to illuminate experiences at all localities nationally, but the use of key 

examples of local cases in the UK helps illustrate an in-depth picture of specific conditions felt at individual 

farms.  

1.6. Overview of the study 
This study has been divided into seven Chapters; beginning with the Introduction (Chapter 1) section, 

which provides an introduction to the topic of the study, background knowledge (1.1) on the topic discussed 

and subsequently narrowing down to show formulated research questions (1.3), and the overall aim of the 

study. Following the introduction is the Method section (Chapter 2), which illustrates the chosen 

methodology, project design, and choice of primary research. The third section (Chapter 3) describes the 

chosen theory of this study, which has been split into two subsections displaying both Integrated Sustainable 

Waste Management (3.1) and Social Practise theory (3.2). In addition, chapter’s four and five include all 

manner of empirical data; chapter four focusing on background empirics with a three part literature review, 

followed by Primary empirics (Chapter 5) which displays interview content and primary observations 

collected by the researcher. The sixth chapter is the analysis, which provides a detailed analysis combined 

with reference to the theoretical framework in Chapter three. Chapter seven presents the discussion 

whereby the analysis of empirical data is combined with background empirics in order to address the 

formulated research questions in relation to the topic. Lastly, the study has finished with a Conclusion 

(Chapter 8); concluding on answers to the aforementioned research questions and the overall aim, and 

providing recommendations for future research.  
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2. Method  
This section below provides a detailed conceptual and practical outline of the chosen research methodology 

and methods. The section begins with a description and in-depth justification of the chosen comparative 

case-study approach. This conceptual view is then followed by a clear definition of the chosen project 

design before each Primary and Secondary research method is explained and carefully structured as to 

create clarity for the researcher and provide a clear outline of the intended data collection. The section 

concludes with recognition of the need for robust data sources and the acknowledgment of key ethical 

considerations throughout. 

2.1. Approach 
The inductive approach to research required for this study has been performed using a case study approach. 

Case study research is described by Johansson (2003, p.1) as a method of “capturing the complexity of a 

single case”; therefore, a case study methodology has allowed this study to accurately analyse the 

complexity of food waste in great depth within the horticultural sector of the UK. One of the most 

significant advantages of conducting case study research is the ability of your findings to explain the 

complexities of real-life phenomena (Yin, 2003), therefore the selection of this method within this study 

has reflected rigorous attention to current and contemporary problems which occur within the issue of food 

waste.   

The case study approach has been chosen for this study because, the intention was to “illuminate a particular 

situation”; and in this case the particular situation is horticultural farm food waste in the UK and what 

conditions are afforded to managing waste at the production level (Yin, 2004, p.2). The case study method 

allows for a more specific observation and collection of data at real life cases and has helped to give a first-

hand understanding of people and events within the UK and how their individual experiences are placed 

within the wider context of food waste.  

Goodrick (2014, p.1) defines comparative case studies as those which “cover two or more cases in a way 

that produces more generalized knowledge about casual questions”. In order to negate the potential for 

generalisation, the single-case study approach in this methodology allows for a more specific exploration 

of knowledge, whilst not be comparing across Europe, or in fact globally to a great extent, the UK’s 

conditions for food waste management can be observed within its own context as well as internationally to 

some degree. The case study observed within this study has been designated to the UK, as well as the use 

of an example locality in “the east of England”, where the case analysed reflects a greater understanding of 

horticultural farming nationally which in turn could strengthen the holistic approach. Elman et al. (2016, 

p.387) accentuates this case of generalisation by suggesting case studies are concerned with reaching 

conclusions that “pertain only to the cases under direct investigation”, therefore this study maintains internal 

validity and is under no obligation to provide a holistic conclusion on food waste across the entirety of 

Europe or globally. Of course, in the event of discussing national standards and political decisions, there 

remains the potential for external subjects which extend beyond the chosen focus of this study to be 

addressed. These externalities have been addressed by acknowledging the limitations of the case studied 

and a robust analysis of external factors within a qualitative literature review.   

Furthermore, according to Goodrick (2014, p.2) case studies are suitable in circumstances when “how” and 

“why” questions are initiated about processes or outcomes with regard to a phenomenon; which is extremely 

relevant to this study as two of the three research questions asked how a certain process is facilitated with 

regard to food waste. A case study approach is appropriate to this inductive study as it requires the 

researcher to perform “design, selection and analysis – on one case”, although there exists the potential for 

criticism’s, often attached to single case studies, whereby findings are limited in value “beyond the 

circumstances of the single case”, the strength of this methodology is to focus more on the single case in 

order not to provide weak generalisations (Yin, 2004 p.8). In addition, Robson & McCartan (2015, p.154) 
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suggest that in many studies it is “appropriate to study more than one case”, this is because the additional 

cases complement the first study by focusing on areas, subjects or respondents which were not covered 

originally and can potentially reveal new insights. This limitation was overcome by presenting many 

stakeholder perspectives throughout the empirical background and empirical data, and subsequently 

comparing and contrasting approaches and perspectives within the given industry, thus, these contrasting 

approaches present “new insights” and original material. The choice of one case in the UK, as Robson & 

McCartan (2015) affirms, cannot impede upon the aim of a study as “new insights” are always provided by 

additional literature and the implementation of a locality. As the local example of “the east of England” 

presents a single region, its selection was implemented in order to complimented the collection of 

background empirics on the horticultural industry and its varying stakeholders.  

Goodrick (2014, p.5) deduces that case studies often use mixed methods, “integrating qualitative and 

quantitative data”. By integrating these mixed methods within the context of horticultural farming within 

the UK, this study produced an in-depth and more robust evaluation of the relevant stakeholders in respect 

to more than one source of evidence. In addition, the basis of this approach is to uncover differences or 

similarities between different powers, in terms of stakeholder response, standardisation practise and the 

response to food waste management. Patterns may emerge from both qualitative and quantitative data which 

explain the outcomes of specific behaviours or experiences within the industry. Those patterns, whether 

represented by similarities or differences, would lend an insight into whom and what may attribute to those 

outcomes and also how they could potentially be addressed to achieve greater waste reduction.  

2.1. Project Design 
This study’s data collection has been performed using a flexible design. Robson & McCartan (2015, p.76) 

suggest that flexible designs are those which are “appropriate for exploratory work”. As this study takes a 

case study approach, “one of the three widely used strategies by flexible design”, its intention is to 

illuminate the current environment within a single case and, ultimately explore that case of horticultural 

farming within the context of food waste in the UK (ibid., p.76). A flexible design is often referred to as a 

qualitative strategy, and therefore aids the performance of qualitative data collection in this study when 

performing a literature reviews, semi-structured interviews and observations. Secondary data collection 

represents the main body of findings in this study, and consequentially the semi-structured interviews act 

as an example and strengthened understanding of the conditions, for food waste management, prevalent in 

the horticultural industry and its farms.  

2.2. Literature Review  
As this study includes qualitative research with mixed methods; it is important, that alongside primary 

methods, secondary methods such as literature reviews for background empirics reveal another perspective 

on the chosen subject. The literature review undertaken within this study is an integrative review, focusing 

on critiquing and synthesising representative literature, not in order to support an argument, but in a way as 

to which new perspectives are generated (Fink, 2005). Fink (2005) suggests that literature reviews 

demonstrate to the readers how the chosen research fits within the larger field of study”, therefore allowing 

this study to emphasise its position within the field of food waste management.  

Given that this study has produced four well defined research questions, it is imperative that each question, 

or subject of discussion, is covered by the intended literature review. In order for the literature review to 

address the factors of food wastage in UK horticulture, this section has been divided into three sub sections 

entitled; “Food Waste in UK horticulture”, “Cosmetic Standards for Horticultural produce”, and 

“Horticultural Food Waste in the east of England”. All divided sections provide an in-depth review of the 

literature from the aforementioned integrative review approach, whereby the review provides a synthesis 

of knowledge and perspectives found in the literature. In order to sufficiently provide the reader with 
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background knowledge on the chosen case of the UK, it was imperative this study considers the conditions 

and holistic approaches to food waste within the nation itself before delving into proceeding primary 

collection of data.  

According to Hall (2001, p.1) many communities in the United Kingdom would like to “incorporate waste 

management practises into their waste management agendas” therefore, arguably the UK, nationally, is 

ready to improve and develop its waste management approach. This description of willingness is described 

less voluntarily in nations such as Sweden by the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, 2005, p.9) 

where “producers have been made responsible for dealing with several categories of waste”. Subsequently, 

the report described the measures taken as causing “many people to perceive the situation as disorganised 

and unclear”(ibid., p.9) suggesting early on, various approaches to food wastage which required further 

review in order to understand the certain complexities involved. In reviewing the literature surrounding 

food waste on the national levels of the UK, this study addresses issues which occur politically, from higher 

governing bodies. Secondly, according to McCann et al. (2015, p.1359) if “environmental practises and 

technologies were more observable to farmers” it would subsequently increase adoption; thus perhaps 

signalling a lack of access to key educative practises and key decision making processes. This possible lack 

of access is why the choice to review standards is so imperative, because when Barilla (2012) depicts “25-

30% of all carrots processed by M.H Poskitt Carrots as rejected” due to “standards imposed by the 

distributor” (ibid., p.61), it appears there is a division between those stakeholders further up the supply 

chain and the producers themselves and thus potentially as a consequence; unequal distribution of resources 

as well as undemocratic decision making processes. 

2.3. Primary Research  

2.3.1. Semi-structured Interviews 
Primary research performed in this study consists of both semi-structured interviews, as opposed to fully 

structured interviews; and primary field observations, with a horticultural farmer.  

“Guided conversation in which only the topics are predetermined and new questions or insights arise as a 

result of discussion and visualised analyses” (Pretty et al. 1995 p.73) 

The quotation above describes the various benefits of conducting semi-structured interviews. They invoke 

the researcher to investigate based on predetermined themes derived from the literature, theory and chosen 

research questions, in order to both produce coherence throughout the study, but meanwhile maintain an 

active and engaging method of research where the researcher is motivated to build upon interesting 

revelations and subjects manifested by the participant. In retrospect, this method had the potential to gather 

richer and more in-depth empirical findings than originally expected.  

Semi-structured interviews are described as investigative methods which “investigate underlying motives” 

(Robson & McCartan, 2015, p.286). They provide exceedingly more detail than quantitative figures in 

terms of in-depth and detailed responses from participants, and thus have the “potential for providing rich 

and highly illuminating material” (ibid., p.286). Semi-structured interviews have allowed the individual 

experiences and involvement of horticultural farmers, in food waste, to be expressed directly, at first hand 

with the researcher. It is important that the empirical material collected here, did not reflect bias opinions; 

therefore the interview conducted aimed to extract the farmer’s involvement and knowledge of food waste 

instead of focusing on their specific thoughts and feelings.  

The interview conducted within this study has involved open ended questions (Appendix B: Roudham 

interview). Open questions produce results which are advantageous in “testing the limitations of a 

respondents knowledge” whilst ultimately producing “unexpected and unanticipated answers” (Robson & 

McCartan, 2015, p.289). To some extent, two of the three research questions asked in this study focus on 
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the horticultural farmers themselves and their experiences. In order to accurately depict their experiences, 

whilst uncovering their individual motivations and the specific issues they incur, open ended questions were 

required so that there were no restrictions to the researcher or the content of the interview. When testing 

the limitations of the respondent’s knowledge on the topic of food waste; explanations on why they have 

taken a specific approach become clearer and consequentially the participant gains a respect for the 

researcher’s further interest. 

A necessity in all forms of primary research is the time afforded to the researcher, the time arranged to visit, 

secure necessary permissions from the respondent and then eventually the notes which must be written up. 

The length of any interview is very important, as Robson & McCartan (2015, p.286) argue “anything under 

half an hour is unlikely to be valuable”, whilst in addition “anything over an hour may be making 

unreasonable demands on busy interviewees”. Given the clear demands with interviewing farmers during 

their working week, it is vital that this study reflected those characteristics illustrated by Robson & 

McCartan, and therefore interviews within this study would be limited to no longer than one hour. It is 

important that consistency can be observed throughout each interview; maintaining a concise and well 

organised project design where interviews can then be more easily analysed later on. Of course in principle 

the situation may vary between cases, and time limitations may not be appropriate, but as discussed above, 

maintaining a level of consistency throughout this study was of great importance to ensure a well-structured 

and reliable data collection.  

Given the semi-structured nature of this primary method, the material performed by the interview has been 

derived from themes and concepts which have stemmed from the theory and empirical background of this 

study. Thematic interviews allow for a thematic analysis later on, which has been discussed later in section 

2.5. Thematic interviews tie together the theoretical framework and secondary data collection, in order to 

produce an interview plan which considers all important factors within the issue of food waste within the 

context of this study. Themes allow for structure and a clear reminder to the researcher of the intended 

subjects which must be addressed by the participants however does not impede on the flexibility and 

openness of the interview itself.  These themes can later be pin pointed and examined by the method of 

analysis, and furthermore ultimately achieving a coherent connection between the research questions and 

the empirical findings.  

2.3.2. Field Observations 
Given the anthropological dimension of this study, and the importance of capturing, not only what the 

respondents say but also what they practise, observations have been conducted in the studied areas. 

Importantly, Mulhall (2003) states that “the primary reason for observational methods is to check whether 

what people say they do is the same as what they actually do”, and that is precisely what this study aimed 

to achieve in illustrating the whole picture for the researcher, in order to define the farmers intentions and 

their practises. Participatory observation is described by Dewalt et al. (p.259) as the “recording of 

information gained from participating and observing” however; in this study observations are unstructured 

and informal in comparison to other formal methods such as interviews and surveys. This informality does 

not suggest the notion that observation is less critical to empirical findings than formal primary research, 

nor that, as Mulhall (2003) suggests, is it “unsystematic or sloppy” (ibid., p.307). Unstructured observations 

are a crucial method in observing and collecting data on “the way people move, dress, interact and use 

space” without any predetermined notions (ibid., p.307).  

In this study unstructured observations have been conducted at the “east of England” case, and documented 

using field notes in a note book as well photographs taken by the researcher. The observations have been 

conducted at the time of the interview, so that any response or suggestion made by the recipient can then 

be followed by observations shortly afterwards. Observations have been made at the discretion of 

respondents involved, and photographs were given consent by the respected parties.  
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2.4. Criteria for selection of farmers 
According to Wilmot (n.d., p.219) “the design of a sampling strategy for a qualitative study is as important 

as that for quantitative inquiry”, and therefore this study has taken the decision to produce a well-defined 

sampling strategy which, above all, aimed to minimise the potential for biased and inaccurate findings. 

Human resources of course can provide constraints which may impact the sample design, but as Wilmot 

(no-date) suggests “should not be allowed to undermine it” (ibid., p.220). Given the importance of sample 

selection criteria, the section below describes the intended characteristics which have been “reflected in the 

sample population as to address the research questions” (ibid., p.221). These characteristics aimed to ensure 

that all manner of behaviors and attitudes towards food waste are accounted for, and that any important 

attitudes from the literature are considered within the context of this study.  

2.4.1. Locations – The east of England & Uppsala County 
The single example and locally based dimension of this primary collection of data required the location of 

one sites; in the UK, and specifically “the east of England”. The department for Environment, Food and 

Rural Affairs in the United Kingdom defines eight governmental office regions (DEFRA, 2012b). As 

statistics formulated by DEFRA suggest the “highest concentration of horticultural production is in eastern 

England” (Promar International, 2013, p.36); this study chose to sample respondents from this region 

because of its clear relevance and importance to national horticulture.  

2.4.2. Age – Sample includes all ages 
A study undertaken by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), on 

fostering green growth in Agriculture, found that Northern Greek farmer’s attitudes to educational and 

training programmes were highly dependent on their age (OECD 2015, p.82). Older and less educated 

farmers had a negative attitude towards the programmes whereas younger producers “appear willing to 

spend money and devote time in order to participate” (ibid., p.82). It is important to consider age as a 

contributing factor in waste management, because behavioural change and attitudes can fluctuate between 

generations. Therefore this study has endeavoured to include both the practises and experiences of young 

and older farmers in at a given case, in order to distinguish any revealing differences and the roles in which 

the different generations ascertain. 

2.4.3. Size of Farm – Small-scale farming enterprises 
Mohee’s study on “Waste Management opportunities for rural communities” illustrated the opportunities 

afforded to larger land owners in purchasing waste management equipment, and the substantially larger 

portion of waste they produce (Mohee, 2007). However, there exist methods, within the small farm sector 

which allow community farming to assist in collating large volumes of waste compost. This studies 

selection of farm size has been aimed at small-scale farming enterprises and family run farms, in order to 

reveal the struggles and beneficial practises exhibited at a level of production where large purchasing power 

is less prevalent.  

2.4.4. Gender – Respondent gender sampled equally 
The beneficial equal access of women to the agricultural sector and its markets is a well-rehearsed 

discussion within the literature (The World Bank, 2009). However, those are benefits which are discussed 

predominantly regarding the global south or the developing world, but what advantages or differences are 

observed in terms of gender in the developed world? According to Shortall (2014) “the position of women 

in farming families has changed enormously” (p.68), whereby as previously segregated figures in family 

farming, women are now often observed in off-farm roles where their “work was the primary source of 

income” (ibid., p.79). Statistics derived from the Office for National statistics suggest the number of female 

farmers now in the UK is around 23,000, whereas “10 years ago there were virtually no women farmers” 
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(Trott, 2012). Similarly found in the Nordic nation of Sweden, the number of women involved in agriculture 

is increasing, where in “2007, 40 percent of all people in agriculture were women” (Swedish Board of 

Agriculture, 2009, p.3). These findings above indicate a change in the farming landscape across Europe and 

particularly in the UK, and that female farmers must be equally acknowledged in this study in order to 

represent the farming sector as close as possible.  

2.5. Robustness of Data 
Yin (2003) in his book “Case study Research: Design and methods”, illuminates the importance of case 

study method in its ability to use multiple sources of evidence. As multiple sources of data represents one 

of his three main principles of data collection, this study has first and foremost conducted a thorough 

literature review, whereby data will be collected from government agencies such as the Department for 

Environment, Food and Rural affairs, in the UK, as well as articles from the National Farmers Union (NFU), 

reviewed scientific journals, and reports. This literature review was then subsequently aided, and 

collaboratively strengthened with the collection of primary data; which has been conducted by the use of 

further qualitative methods in a semi-structured interview with a horticultural farmer.  

Given that the semi-structured interview has been performed in terms of a single case in a localised region 

of England; there is not a selection of cases in which each can complement one another by “focusing on 

areas not originally covered” (Robson & McCartan, 2014, p.154). The case covered strengthens the internal 

validity of this study; by focusing on a new insight, separated from that of the literature reviewed on national 

policies, governmental policies and voluntary associations, and allows the researcher to investigate key 

themes and content in a different environment which limits the potential criticisms for limited data 

collection or overseen areas for data collection.  

2.6. Data Analysis 
According to Braun & Clarke (2006, p.6) thematic analysis is a method for “identifying, analysing, and 

reporting patterns within data”, and therefore proves extremely advantageous to this study in organising 

and describing the amount of rich data developed through the literature review, semi-structured interviews 

and primary observations. The method of analysis chosen for this study has to allow a connection between 

the empirical findings, so that the data collected can identify where collective differences and similarities 

exist. Of course as Braun & Clarke (2006) later suggests themes emerging from the data is not uncommon 

in other forms of analysis however, thematic analysis “is not wed to any pre-existing theoretical framework” 

and can be used within many theoretical frameworks allowing it to be extensively flexible (p.9). Flexibility 

in terms of theoretical frameworks suits the structure of this study, in which two theoretical frameworks are 

discussed; Integrated Sustainable Waste Management (ISWM) theory and Social Practice Theory.  

An important question brought forward by Braun & Clarke (2006) is what constitutes a theme with regard 

to a study? As mentioned “a theme captures something important about the data in relation to the research 

question”, therefore it must represent an important and prevalent subject in the data collection (ibid., p.10). 

Prevalence is not the defining factor when identifying a key theme, however if a subject is addressed in 

various sections of the empirical data then its relevance and emphasis are useful in determining patterns. 

Although quantifiable measures of finding themes has been to consider, the importance and relation to the 

research question is equally if not more important. A piece of data which appears only 3 or 4 times within 

a data set may provide an imperative connection and explanation to the research question and prove 

invaluable to the study. In this case, thematic analysis has been used flexibly as to ensure the researcher is 

not constrained by rigorous rules, in order for improvisation and consideration when important aspects 

appear. This flexibility is lauded and strengthened by Braun & Clarke’s description in a journal called “The 

Journal of Positive Psychology” in 2017, whereby the TA (Thematic Analysis) approach is deemed 

“flexible, leading to a wide range of applications” and subsequently a greater deal of accessibility (Braun 
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& Clarke, 2017 p.298). This accessibility allows the analysis of data to be open minded from the 

researcher’s perspective to the eventuality of new and unforeseen emerging themes.  

2.7. Ethical considerations 

Stockley & Balkwill (2013) deduces that using case study methodology can present many ethical 

challenges. As this study has included data collection methods such as semi-structured interviews and 

primary observations; the researcher has been required to make sure respondents are treated with respect 

throughout their devoted time to this project. Furthermore, all semi-structured interviews have be recorded 

via a voice recorder or documented in writing, which has required the consent of all respondents. These 

requirements are argued by Pearson et al. (2015, p.3) to meet ethical standards whilst minimising the 

potential for “participants opting out” later on in the study. Moreover, observations were given consent by 

the respondents, and subsequently shared with them in order to afford the respondent a respectful view of 

the intended use of data.  

In order to mitigate the potential for biased results within this study, the researcher was required to perform 

a series of different qualitative methods. Semi-structured interviews and literature reviews have been 

documented against key themes to ensure complete consistency with regard to the research questions 

throughout the study. This is vital in any case study research as Yin (2009, p.94) suggests that different 

techniques often “overcome potential obstacles of validity”. Lastly, sensitivity is key to any form of 

qualitative research. Given the respondents, participating in this study have been interviewed within their 

personal environment; it was key that the researcher remained highly sensitive to their individual 

perspectives and needs.  
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3. Theory  
This section discusses the theoretical framework chosen for this study. Given the complexity of the subject 

chosen as well as the considerable methods, both primary and secondary involved in this study, the theory 

is divided into two sub sections. The first provides an overview and justification of Integrated Sustainable 

Waste Management theory; detailing the requirements for a well-structured and sustainable management 

system, with particular reference to the well-known waste management Hierarchy. The second section 

entitled Social Practise theory focuses on the practical theory of social behaviours, providing an in-depth 

look at materials, meaning and competencies.  

3.1. Integrated Sustainable Waste Management (ISWM) theory 
Integrated Sustainable Waste Management (ISWM) theory is a result of more than 15 years of work 

addressing waste issues in the global south (Scheinberg, 2001). According to Jaensson (2008, p.12) a 

programme was “initiated by the Urban Waste Expertise Programme (UWEP) and has taken a particular 

focus on bottom up, participatory processed designed to improve waste management in developing 

countries. However, given that Ajith (2014) states, “the main objective is to reduce waste disposed of at 

landfills” and “ensure optimum use of depleting natural resources”; this theory has taken a unique direction 

in order to address issues with regard to a developed nation in that of the UK. IWSM is a planning 

framework for solid waste, and there is no reason its theorized factors of the success or failure of activities 

in a developed nation cannot be equally as productive as those documented in developing nations. IWSM 

ultimately gives an “insight into problems with solid waste management which often have nothing to do 

with lack of money or equipment”, they are about exploring the various aspects of economic, 

environmental, political and institutional issues, and relating those to behaviours and attitudes within the 

industry (Jaensson, 2008, p.12). Therefore, due to its integrative and holistic functions, this theoretical 

framework allowed this study to explore the issue of waste in horticultural farming in terms of possible 

solutions derived from change of social, institutional, legal or political conditions (Klundert & Anschutz, 

2001, p.10).  

 

Table 1: Classes of Waste (Pongracz et al. (2004, p.5) 

Table (1) above taken from Pongracz et al. (2004, p.5) displays the four classes of “waste” defined by waste 

management theory. It is essential that waste itself is defined, and with such inconsistency and uncertainty 

as to the true definition of waste, in terms of waste management, one has to understand all the different 

notions of waste in order to identify which position this study has undertaken. Many within the literature 

consider waste as a “class 1” subject whereby in an economic definition of waste is merely a non-wanted 

thing with no purpose from a hugely anthropocentric point of view, however other scholars consider waste 

in “class 4” whereby they are considered to still acquire a certain purpose.  
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Figure 2: Integrated Sustainable Waste Management Model (Klundert & Anschutz, 2001, p.14). 

Above in Figure 2 is Klundert & Anschutz (2001, p.14) ISWM Model which is used in integrated waste 

management theory. In the sections below these elements have been discussed in greater detail, however 

from a holistic view the model appears simple and clear. Although there are many aspects and factors 

involved, the ultimate goal of the system is “sustainability”. This approach can be observed as a process of 

integration. The stakeholders, the variety of aspects as well as the “various treatment and collection 

options”, all allow this illustration to reflect a system and theory built on the principles of “fostering 

cooperation” (ibid., p. 15). It essentially deduces that technological and financial processes will not suffice 

in achieving sustainability in a long term fashion but, in considering all the aspects above, decision making 

can reflect a far more equal, democratic and cooperative process.  

3.1.1. Integrated Sustainable Waste Management’s three dimensions 
Klundert & Anschutz (2001) claim that there are three dimensions in waste management theory. Those are 

identified, in their paper “Integrated Sustainable Waste Management”, as Stakeholders, Waste system 

elements, and Sustainable aspects (ibid., p.11).   

3.1.2. Stakeholders 
The first dimension “Stakeholders”; discusses the importance of identifying key stakeholders within the 

local context. In terms of horticultural farming, this may prove to be the farmer, any local pickers or the 

intended retailer. The necessity to identify them in the local context is vital as stakeholders “are different 

in each environment and each area” (ibid., p.12). Furthermore the inclusion of Stakeholders, as a dimension, 

is important as Klundert & Anschutz (2001, p.12) suggest that they can cooperate with one another in 

relation to a common interest. This is a subject of high importance in any case of natural resource 

management, and in the case of the UK, horticultural farming provides a basis for which all identified 

stakeholders can strive for a common interest or common goal to minimise wastage. Despite the importance 

of equality, which is argued with regard to the four basic principles of ISWM later on, stakeholders can 

often display varied importance or influence in the system, and that eventuality has been accounted for in 

terms of research performed as well as analysis.  
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3.1.3. Waste System Elements 
The second dimension “Waste System Elements” refers to the stages of movement or flow of materials in 

terms of “processing, production, and consumption” (ibid., p.13). It aims to identify, in theory, which 

system elements are present and which are absent, and asks why those elements which are non-existent in 

the system are not accounted for. It is imperative that any waste management system recognises, or 

identifies its flaws or disadvantages, as thereafter as Klundert & Anschutz (2001, p.13) proclaim you can 

“seek to supplement the existing system, so that all elements are then represented”. Of course criticisms 

can be made for the uncertain openness and willingness of stakeholders to accept or address these issues; 

that is why exploring underlying attitudes and behaviours of key stakeholders is so imperative to uncovering 

the true reason for horticultural waste.  

3.1.4. Sustainable Aspects 
The final dimension is “Sustainable Aspects”, which are formulated within the theory of Integrated Waste 

Management in the attempt to provide “tools to perceive the study and balance priorities and create 

measures” (ibid., p.13). There are many aspects or factors to consider when managing waste, and waste 

management theory demonstrates 6 aspects. Those are as follows in Table (2) below:  

 

Sustainable Aspects Description 

Environmental aspects Effects of waste on land, water, and air 

Political aspects Setting goals, existing legal and regulatory 

framework, and decision making  

Institutional aspects Organisational structures and planning 

Socio-cultural aspects The community and its involvement in waste 

management; relations between communities, 

between people of various age, sex, ethnicity and 

social conditions 

Financial-economic aspects Budgeting costs, local, region and national 

economy. Income generation, and impact of 

environmental services on economic activity 

Technical aspects What equipment and facilities are used? How are 

they designed? What are they designed for? 
Table 2: Table of Sustainable aspects (Klundert & Anschutz, 2001, p.13). 

3.1.5. Four Basic Principles 
The Integrated Waste Management framework is built upon four basic principles; equity, effectiveness, 

efficiency and sustainability (Klundert & Anschutz, 2001). These basic principles are fundamental to the 

success of any waste management strategy, and furthermore, reflect a vision to the future and a lasting 

development. Equity in this process represents the importance of “all citizens entitled to waste management 

systems” and encourages a participatory planning process whereby, on occasion, the empowerment and 

support of weaker stakeholders is required (Klundert & Anschutz, 2001, p. 31). Horticultural farming in 

the east of England is of no exception to this principle of equity, and all respondents have been addressed 

and analysed on the presence of an equitable system which encourages participation. The second principle 

outlines the necessity for effectiveness in waste management, which stresses categorically that the waste 

management system which is in place must ultimately lead to the safe removal of waste. It is an extremely 

conclusive principle; however it is not only the removal of waste which is important, but also the prevention 

of waste. Various scholars suggest “if we define waste at the point of its generation, how can we avoid its 

generation” (Prongracz, 2004, p.475), which leads to the question of what we consider “effective”? 
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Klundert & Anschutz (2001, p.31) state that “effectiveness means all waste is removed, as planned and all 

recoverable materials are recovered”, which can be derived as a service benefiting society. But criticism 

remains that waste is considered too far along in the waste hierarchy. The third principle is efficiency and 

is unequivocally aimed at ensuring the “management of all waste is done by maximising the benefits, 

minimising costs and optimising resource” (ibid., p.11). Optimising food resources in horticultural farming 

is fundamental to ensuring the system is sustainable and that food waste is reduced or prevented altogether, 

and therefore reflects an important principle of investigation within this study. Furthermore, “sustainability” 

is termed the final principle, and denotes the necessity for the system to “maintain itself overtime without 

exhausting the resources it depends on” (ibid., p.4). The inclusion of the fourth principle strengthens 

Klundert & Anschutz’ (2001) previous reference to the significance of future and lasting development, 

whilst emphasising the researchers need to analyse the resilience of the system in place at each of the 

respective cases. 

3.1.6. Waste Management Hierarchy 
Within the framework of IWSM is a widely used model known as the Waste Management Hierarchy. The 

Hierarchy can be observed in figure (3) as a tier system in which there resides a method of separation, 

whereby products of waste are considered from their “cradle to their grave” (Klundert & Anschutz, 2001, 

p.15).  

 

Figure 3: The Waste management Hierarchy tier system (Klundert & Anschutz, 2001, p.15). 

The main objective of the hierarchy is to promote recovery and resource optimisation, whilst separating 

waste into clearly defined categories which can be used as targets or organisational goals. Often referred to 

as a Waste Management Pyramid, the Waste Hierarchy reiterates “that minimum waste should hit the land 

and ensures optimum use of fast-depleting natural resources (Ajith, 2014, p.98), therefore, in theory, the 

Waste Hierarchy is a guideline which promotes recovery. There are many advantages to the Waste 

Hierarchy including “reduction of amount of material requiring disposal”, “conservation of resource” and 

“minimised disposal through open dumping, controlled disposal and land filling” (Klundert & Anschutz, 

p.16), however one must be flexible in the application of the hierarchy as, on occasion, stages such as 

recovery and recycling are not appropriate depending on the prioritised aspect of your system.  
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3.2. Social Practice Theory (SPT) 
The second theoretical framework discussed within this study on horticultural farmers is social practice 

theory (SPT). This theory has been chosen in order to divert attention and focus from experiences of 

individuals, and study “a dissection of the practice itself” (Spotswood et al. 2013, p.24). This essentially 

denotes that it is not merely enough in this study to consider only the experiences and attitudes of the 

participants (farmers), but observations and consideration must be afforded to the actual practises to which 

they are carriers within. Spotswood et al. (2013) provides a candid example of a social practice approach 

by illustrating that in football a “social practice approach would explore the game and consider its rules 

rather than target the players individually” (p.24). This approach has been applied to farming in the same 

kind of context, whereby the practices of waste management and standards are explored rather than 

targeting the farmer’s individual attitudes. As Reckwitz (2002) demonstrates, practice theory has now 

developed from its pre-existing form of single actions, and now considers people as carriers of practises 

whom actively engage in them, but are not the overriding subject of discussion.  

As explained above, SPT is about behavioural change, it is not referring to actions in terms of attitudes or 

beliefs, but rather those events which are embedded in social practises (Warde, 2005). Interviews have 

provided rich information regarding attitudes and beliefs, but often what practises a participant claims they 

perform are strictly not true and deciphering which practises are actually performed and why those practises 

are considered “right” is an extremely beneficial objective for this study. Given the subject of this study is 

food waste, and the practises of waste management, determining whether people are “engaging in and 

subsequently carrying on” with those certain practises, provides the answer as to whether waste practises 

themselves and their meanings are evolving” (Vlasov, 2015, p.16). Other studies in relation to consumption 

and sustainability according to Maller (2012); “use social practise theories to broaden and enrich 

understandings of why people do what they do”, and these are precisely the explanations this study has 

intended to reveal about farmers and their practices.  

Given the development of social practice theory, and the uncertainty as to the role of practices themselves 

in practice theory, Shove et al. (2012) produced a three element model, in which practises are synthesised 

and concisely placed into three major groups. Those groups can be observed in figure (4) below and display 

the intended interconnectedness of all elements in order to reflect “the game” and not the just the “individual 

players” (Spotswood et al. 2013, p.24).  

 

Figure 4: Three element social practise framework (Shove et al., 2012, p.14). 
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The model above, produced by Shove et al. (2012), demonstrates that the three major groups are 

“materials”, “meanings” and “competences”. In the following sections below, these three major elements 

have been discussed, in terms of their significance and their necessity to practise theory. 

3.2.1. Materials 
Materials are described by Spotswood et al. (2013) as products which are a “necessary part of practises”; 

they are in addition “directly implicated in the conduct and reproduction of daily life”, however products 

alone have no value, and only do so when integrated into practise and “forms of competence and meaning” 

(ibid., p.24). Divulging into the roles of materials reveals how elements must co-exist in order for the 

performance of practice to exist. As Spotswood et al. (2013) points out that they are valueless without 

competence and meaning we can begin to understand how waste management materials are useless without 

the competence to use them and the right meaning in order to engage with them. 

As materials represent tangible, physical entities they are without doubt historically important elements for 

practice. Materials have a “strong connection to human identities and have direct effects on our daily lives” 

(Vlasov, 2015, p.16), therefore attention to them alone can possibly allow people to consider them a single 

solution to an issue. Despite their direct effect on daily life’s and routine, they are individual “things” which 

are fundamentally inaccessible without other elements. 

3.2.2. Meanings 
The second element is represented in the model as “meanings”. Spotswood et al. (2013) suggests “meanings 

are specifically directed towards a behaviour or thing” (p.24), determining that behaviours can reflect 

“unconscious forms of knowledge” (ibid., p.24). These attitudes and behaviours that society has with regard 

to a practice stem from an embedded meaning of an “inbuilt sense of what behaviours are right and fitting” 

for a particular thing (ibid., p.24). Ultimately if people don’t engage with a specific practise and cannot in 

fact observe others engaging in them, then they become to understand the world as a place where these 

specific practises don’t fit. This works in terms of waste management, whereby a particular community or 

group may not observe a certain practice within farming such as composting, in the same way as another 

social group and thus unconsciously consider that practice unfitting. This variety of perception is 

strengthened by Warde, (2005) whom states that there exists “Differences between groups of people with 

regard to their understanding of a practice, the procedures they adopt and the values to which they aspire” 

(p.139). These differences in perception accentuate the importance of considering each case in its own 

context during the primary data collection.  

This description of meaning explains why participants choose not to accept or engage in specific practices 

which from a completely different view point and has proven vital for illuminating farmer practices in this 

study. Meanwhile the researcher has been allowed to view perspectives from a much more holistic and 

theoretical point of view.  

3.2.3. Competences  
The third and final element in Shove et al’s. (2012) model is competencies. Competencies refer to embodied 

knowledge. This differs from meaning as “this type of knowledge is required for the carrier to succeed at 

the performance of the practice” (Spotswood et al, 2013, p.24). This “conscious” knowledge includes 

specific skills, and techniques which the participant acquires in order to constructively use their knowledge 

and perform actions. For instance, in terms of farmers, they may own a specific piece of waste management 

technology, however without the skills and competence to recognise and use these materials, the practice 

itself becomes obsolete. In addition, competences according to Vlasov (2015) “extend to knowing how to 

recognise and explain actions, and how to respond to them (p.16). Therefore, in order to create a sustainable 

and long-term practise successful, participants must acquire these skills and responses to become resilient 

to change.  
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Figure 5: Three connecting elements framework (Maller, 2012, p.5) 

Overall practise theory can be observed as a “block” (Spotswood et al, 2013, p.24); whereby its existence 

relies on the specific interconnectedness of all three elements. When practice is reduced to any one single 

element it fails, as the fundamental ingredient to success is cohesion and co-dependence which is 

emphasised by Shove et al. (2012) in figure (4) as well as Maller’s (2012) alternative diagram figure (5) 

above by connecting the elements. Practises are essentially, as Spotswood et al. (2013) claims, a “nexus of 

doings and sayings”; where activities are considered away from the focus of individual actions and 

decisions and rather analysis is undertaken on both the practical action and its representations (Warde, 2005, 

p.134). Moreover, due to this interdisciplinary view, social practice theory has much to contribute to current 

understandings of waste management and sustainability. Waste management is distinguished by much of 

the literature surrounding sustainability as a highly successful voluntary discipline (WRAP, 2012) (Garnett, 

2006) in terms of “changing individual behaviours” to a more environmentally aware citizen, however 

when farmers are interviewed and observed face-to-face this study has determined the extent of that success 

and thus the true source of their motivation (Maller, 2012, p.7).  
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4. Background Empirics  
In this section a review of the literature has been performed regarding the issues surrounding food 

wastage in the horticultural industry of the UK.  Three important areas of waste have been deciphered 

from the introduction, and theoretical sections and those three subjects have been discussed and 

deciphered in order to uncover any key themes. The first literature review has taken a fairly holistic 

approach, focusing on food waste within horticulture in the United Kingdom. The second entitled 

literature review “Cosmetic standards for horticultural produce” has engaged the topic of waste from a 

specific angle, deducing influential factors determining standards and uncovering key decision makers 

within the UK, and to some extent the EU. The third and final section takes a narrow focus on the region 

of the east of England. This section entitled “east of England horticulture” presents a more historical 

outlook on food waste and farming in a particular region, and illustrates how food waste appears on a 

localised level. 

The purpose of a literature review, as a method, is to “close areas where a plethora of research exists, and 

uncover areas where research is needed” (Levy & Ellis, 2006, p.182). Therefore, this literature review has 

been conducted in order to advance the knowledge of this study, and ultimately define where its contribution 

to the existing literature has been made. The literature collected and reviewed has been extracted from 

quality sources such as reports from DEFRA, parliamentary documents such as “white papers”, government 

agency reports, and peer reviewed articles; all intended to represent a specific perspective on the issue of 

food waste and their respective stances. In order to conduct an accurate literature review which addresses 

all facets of horticultural food waste at the production level in the UK, this section has been separated into 

three sub-sections. The first section “Food Waste in UK horticulture” presented a more holistic view of the 

literature focused on food waste across the industry on a national level. The second section “Cosmetic 

Standards for Horticultural produce” addresses the grading processes involved with horticultural produce 

and focus not only on the farmers but higher stages of the production line in retailers and those whom design 

the standards within the EU and of course the UK. The final section “East of England horticulture” 

complements the proceeding primary empirical findings, where observing a locality and deducing where 

contrasts and similarities with holistic approaches and perspectives, shown in the previous two sections, 

provide a richer and contemporary idea of how food waste is implemented and managed in a physical, real-

life environment.  

According to EU FUSIONS (Food Use for Social Innovation by Optimising Waste Prevention Strategies) 

project, supported by DEFRA, food waste can be defined as;  

“any food, and inedible parts of food, removed from the food supply chain to be recovered or disposed 

(including composed, crops ploughed, anaerobic digestion, bio energy production, co-generation, 

incineration, disposal to sewer, landfill or discarded to sea) (Priestley, 2016, p.7) 

This definition used by Priestley (2016) is the most commonly used definition within both the EU and the 

UK. Accepted as the clearest definition of food waste by the UK government, it reclaims all the possible 

waste management processes applicable within the UK, whilst providing an outlook on the battle between 

recovery and disposal highlighted in this literature review. 

4.1. Food Waste in UK Horticulture 
In this first section of the empirical background literature review; literature surrounding the issue of food 

waste in the UK, nationally, is observed and scrutinized. This section reflects policies, and approaches to 

food waste at the national level, and therefore takes into account a far more holistic overview of the system 

in place. The government, including Defra, and other agencies such as WRAP present their respective 

approaches to food wastage and reveal where success and failure has occurred. This section below will 
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outline the various issues specific to the UK, and filter down to present specific approaches to the stages of 

the waste hierarchy concept. 

There are currently no specific EU food waste reduction targets, and Priestley emphasises this by suggesting 

food waste in the UK has become a “devolved matter” (Priestley, 2016, p.19). When a Food Waste Bill, 

put forward by Shadow Secretary of the State for Environment, Food, and Rural Affairs (Kerry McCarthy), 

was ended and dismissed by parliament in 2015; the government reconfirmed its favour towards a voluntary 

approach to Food waste rather than a regulatory one. Despite the lack of national legislation, there are wider 

targets; such as the UN Sustainable Development goal 12.3 “by 2030, halve per capita global food waste at 

retail at retail and consumer levels and reduce food losses along production and supply chains” (UN, 2016) 

as well as the EU’s recycling target of “50% of municipal waste by 2020” and the EU’s landfill directive 

(DEFRA, 2010b). All of these wider targets are encouraging initiatives such as WRAP (the Waste and 

Resources Action Programme) to tackle the food waste issue, however S. Priestley (2016, p.32) highlights 

that between 2013 and 2015 DEFRA’s funding to WRAP decreased by a value of approximately 66 million 

pounds. This reduction could suggest a lack of government devotion to the food waste issue and that the 

UK “is at a crossroads” on this problem (DEFRA, 2011, p.11).  

WRAP has performed research on the subject of food waste in the UK for several years, observing the 

system as a whole and investigating waste at “each stage of the supply chain” (French-Brooks, n.d., p.22). 

A report conducted by WRAP by the name “Fruit and vegetable resource maps”, identifies the level of loss 

and waste from field to retail (WRAP, 2011, p.1). The report analyses 8 examples of horticultural product 

and defines the causes of waste, such as the field waste of Potatoes which “can be as much as five percent 

and higher on occasion” due to climatic conditions, or in the case of Lettuce, where “suppliers trade of 

delivery to their customers in full for higher levels of field waste” (ibid., p.36). The cause of food waste is 

often varied between products however WRAP has made some strong generalisations, one of particular 

interest is “grading, on average, results in the highest waste losses in the supply chain” to which WRAP 

(2011) suggest is primarily due to precise customer specifications. Customer specifications are said by 

Friends of the Earth (2002) to be leading consumers into expecting the perfect looking fruit, and this 

expectation for quality is compounded by pressures from imported fruit which also “looks perfect” (Friends 

of the Earth, 2002, p.3). Despite all the focus on consumer drive Witzel et al. (2015) suggests customers 

are open to purchasing imperfect produce; illustrating particularly harvests which have still proven 

successful in the market chain. Therefore, it appears scholars such as Witzel et al. (2015) believe the 

problem is far more complex, and cannot purely be placed upon the average consumer. 

Below in Figure 6 is a diagram which presents the UK’s Food Waste Hierarchy taken from the DEFRA 

(2011b) “Guidance on applying the Waste Hierarchy report”. The Hierarchy depicts five stages to the 

hierarchy; Prevention, Preparing for re-use, recycling, other recovery and disposal. According to S. 

Priestley (2016) the main requirement of the Waste Framework Directive from the EU, is that the UK 

applies the Waste Management Hierarchy. According to WRAP (2011, p.23) despite campaigns by the 

“Love Food Hate Waste” and donations to organisations working with disadvantaged people, they are “not 

aware of any economically viable options for preparing food waste for re-use”. There are clearly issues 

regarding applying the hierarchy, however such legislation now in place such as the EU landfill directive 

has seen the UK meet interim targets of 50% landfill diversion in 2013 and according to S. Priestley 

(2016,p.21) “the UK is on track to meet the 2020 target”. WRAP deduces that there are no viable options 

for re-use; however Ajith (2014) states quite clearly to the contrary; that on occasion appropriate strategies 

are not always those which are most beneficial to all aspects of waste management. One could argue, as 

Ajith (2014) does, that Hierarchy defines waste after its generation, therefore the framework itself does not 

prioritise prevention, but more Waste management in terms of re-use and re-cycling. Interestingly in 

parliaments report “Counting the cost of food waste: EU Food Waste Prevention”, published by the House 

of Lords; WRAP’s supplementary figure of “food use hierarchy” is displayed, showing Preventable and re-

distribution methods as separate from recycling, recovery, and disposal (House of Lords, 2014, p.45).  
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Figure 6: Guidance on applying the Waste Hierarchy (DEFRA, 2011b, p.1) 

 

Figure 7: The Waste Hierarchy (DEFRA, 2013, p.11)

 

Figure 8: Food and drink material Hierarchy in the UK (Priestley, 2016, p.21) 
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Above, there are three separate figures displaying the UK’s representation of the waste management 

hierarchy. Implemented by the government and DEFRA the hierarchy can be observed as a highly 

differentiating diagram between scholars and reports. The hierarchy produced by Defra in 2011 and 2013 

depicts a very clear and concise representation, explaining the various identities of the specific stages, 

however the ideas of prevention are far more detailed in Priestley’s depiction later in 2016. One such 

differentiation is the reference to “redistribution to people” shown in Priestley’s (2016) version, which is 

merely regarded as “re-use” by previous interpretations. This perhaps suggests that changing forms of re-

use and the development of new methods of management have allowed the hierarchy to transform and 

develop into a far more complex and substantial model through time. The colour coordinated display of 

Priestley’s (2016) depiction also allows the audience to regard all forms of recycling and recovery as 

unattractive means of management, whereas arguably in the former diagram all forms of management 

which intend to avoid disposal are seen in a positive view. Later in this section, each of these stages have 

been scrutinised in terms of their specific events within the context of the United Kingdom, revealing how 

the hierarchy performs and functions in a real-life contemporary situation. 

Clearly horticultural produce in the UK is no exception to the Food Waste issue as a study undertaken by 

Langley et al. (2010) found that Fruit and Vegetables were the largest two contributing food categories to 

Food Waste at 30% and 23% respectively (Langley et al, 2010, p.222). The vision for 2020 paper by 

DEFRA (2011, pp.23-24) suggests improving the ranking of “Perishables” (Fruit and Vegetables) can be 

challenging, due to the extensive and arguably costly methods involved in the re-use of waste. Arguably it 

would be more expensive to dry produce to make it suitable for animal feed, than to just plough material 

back into land (ibid).  

The loss and waste in fruits and vegetables in the UK is accentuated by Mena et al.(2014) focusing on the 

supply network from Grading, Storage, Packing, retail and then finally consumption. According to this 

study, 5-25% of apples, 9-20% of onions and 30% of avocados have been wasted purely at the grading level 

(ibid, p.149). Grading can include quality control, destructive control, product deterioration and 

downgraded product. Furthermore it is found later in the study that tomatoes, apples and onions were wasted 

at the retail level due to their short shelf life and the ability of the retailer to keep them in cold storage (ibid, 

p.154). Although Langley et al (2010) argue that there is “a large proportion of population which have the 

willingness and ability to act on problems of food waste” (ibid., p.334), most consumers still expect the 

finest standards for the food they purchase. These “rigorous standards” subsequently, according to Mena et 

al. (2014), lead to excessively high specification concerning appearance which leads to waste often sent to 

landfill. This consistent theme of “avoidable waste”, quantified by Priestley’s (2016) figure of 60% total 

waste in 2013 as avoidable, within the literature strengthens the requirement for greater knowledge and 

collaboration through the supply chain. Initiatives such as the Food industry Sustainability Strategy by 

DEFRA in 2006 as well as the champions 12.3 coalition and product stewardship start to influence change 

and work to achieve waste reduction. The champions 12.3 coalition is a unique coalition of executives from 

government, businesses, international organisations, research institutions and civil society dedicated to 

achieving progress towards the sustainable development goal target 12.3. 

The streams of waste depicted in the Waste Management Hierarchy above in Figures (6, 7 and 8) are 

extremely important to address when discussing food waste in the UK. Questions derive from these streams 

such as what different methods are used in each instance or step within the context of the UK? In 

parliaments report there are five stages of waste management, and in this next section those stages will be 

discussed in accordance with the literature. 

4.1.1. Prevention 
The first of these five stages, and to which is considered in the theory as the most ideal of all stages in which 

to address food waste, is prevention. According to the House of Lords (2014) the waste management 
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industry clearly prioritises prevention. However, despite their apparent determination to encourage 

prevention, the waste management industry still struggles with barriers to preventing waste (HM 

Government, 2013, p.7). HM Government (2013) suggest that behavioural barriers such as 

“underestimating the value of long term benefits” as well as financial barriers such as “constrained access 

to credit they will be able to use for initial investment” are damaging DEFRA’s opportunity to develop a 

more circular economy (ibid., p.7). It would appear that initial investments in preventable methods are quite 

important, and DEFRA’s intention within the House of Lords (2014, p.46) paper “Counting the Cost of 

Food Waste: EU Food Waste Prevention” is to emphasise the “economic benefits of prevention” rather than 

allowing waste to occur and pass down the hierarchy which in turn only strengthens the necessity for a 

different approach to investments.  

DEFRA published a Waste Prevention Programme for England in 2013, and the main objective was to “set 

conditions and guidelines that allows the market, businesses, local authorities and people to make changes” 

that will ultimately lead to a more sustainable economy (Priestley, 2016, p.22). These conditions and 

guidelines rely on all stakeholders playing their part, and accentuate the government’s direction for a 

voluntary solution to food wastage, rather than a legislative one. Despite what many conceive as a half 

measured approach to food wastage, the voluntary approach to addressing food wastage in the UK, has led 

to consumer campaigns such as “Love Food Hate Waste” contribute to a reduction of fifteen percent in total 

food wastage since 2007 (ibid., p.22). The Waste Prevention Programme produced by DEFRA was 

originally derived from a requirement of an revised Waste Framework Directive (WFD), therefore various 

voluntary methods, though considered voluntary, have been influenced and encouraged by external 

legislation (HM Government, 2013, p.7) 

4.1.2. Food re-use and redistribution  
The second stage of the hierarchy is re-use and redistribution whereby the aim and objective of the system 

is to avoid wastage further down the hierarchy by redistributing the produce into other streams or uses for 

both people and animals. This is an extremely popular method of waste management in the UK, and has 

gathered pace in comparison to other nations, like France, where it is only beginning to come to fruition 

(House of Lords, 2014, p.47). A report by the House of Lords (2014) argues that if private operators can be 

encouraged with economic incentive, as well as moral incentives, to donate their food for charitable 

redistribution then this option of waste management in terms of FareShare will become very successful 

(ibid., p.47). Fareshare’s charity work involves providing over surplus food being sent to charities and 

community groups all over the UK whom, in turn, redistribute to “vulnerable people” (Priestley, 2016, 

p.33). Priestley (2016, p.33) deduces that “9,000 tonnes from food industry” is redistributed to these 

charities and community groups, of which a staggering “8,000 tonnes” might otherwise have been wasted 

or disposed. Therefore, it can be observed that the redistribution of food in the UK appears to prevent 

produce falling down the waste hierarchy as well as ultimately preventing unnecessary disposal. Priestley 

(2016, p.33) emphasises the strengths of redistribution by revealing that the “government confirms that all 

major retailers now have arrangements in place to redistribute surplus food”. This is an extremely positive 

step in promoting redistribution and incentivising this option to large commercial retailers. Priestley (2016, 

p.33) outlines the individual contribution of some key retailers in the UK, with Tesco “pledge to send all 

unwanted fresh produce to charity by the end of 2017”, Co-op aiming to redistribute “over 500 tonnes of 

food from its depots to Fareshare” as well as Marks and Spencer’s agreeing a target reduction of 20% in 

food waste by 2020 (See Table 3).  Commendably, in addition to its objective seen in table 3 below, Tesco 

is the only major supermarket to publish its food wastage data, however, with the “total amount of food 

waste generated by the supermarket giant increasing by 59,400 tonnes”, only last year; a target of 

redistributing all edible food waste from stores to charities by the end of 2017 seems highly ambitious and 

reasonably questionable (Wood, 2016).   
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UK Retailer Objective 

Tesco PLC No food that’s safe for human consumption will 

go to waste from our UK retail operations by the 

end of 2017. (Tesco PLC, 2016) 

J Sainsbury PLC 60% of stores currently have Food Donation 

Partnerships in place. Our target is for 100% of 

stores to have at least one by 2020. (J Sainbury 

plc, 2016) 

ASDA Founding signatory of the Courtauld 

Commitment: 20% reduction in food and drink 

waste arising in the UK, 20% reduction in GHG 

intensity of food and drink in the UK, and a 

reduction in impact of associated water use in 

supply chain. (ASDA, 2015) 

Waitrose Signatory of the Courtauld Commitment in 

support of WRAP target to reduce amount of food 

wasted in UK homes. (Waitrose, 2017) 

Co-operative Food In 2016 we will redistribute over 500 tonnes of 

food which works out at more than one million 

meals to those in need. (Co-operative food, 2016) 
Table 3: Table of UK retail food waste objectives. Source: Tesco PLC (2016), J Sainsbury PLC (2016), ASDA, 

(2015), Waitrose (2017), Co-operative (2016).  

Another progression made by the UK in terms of food redistribution is the establishment of the Gleaning 

Network. The Gleaning Network coordinates volunteers, farmers and food redistribution charities in the 

intention that fresh fruit and vegetables can be salvaged on farms every year in the UK. According to 

Priestley (2016, p.34) “between 2012 to the end of 2015”, the network “gleaned over 188 tonnes of 

produce”. These large figures illustrated by Priestley (2016) visualise the impact to which voluntary 

initiatives achieve in regard to tackling food waste in the UK. Redistribution is clearly not only 

environmentally and economically beneficial within the UK, but also socially with, as Priestley (2016, p.33) 

states previously, “vulnerable people” find access to nutritious foods as well. The Worldwide Wildlife Fund 

(WWF) UK strengthens this argument for the human redistribution of produce by divulging into the fact 

that “if we are going to make this food, we ought to eat it as people, and then it should go to livestock”, 

insinuating that first and foremost redistribution should be valued higher at all times than waste should be 

sent to humans before animal feed, but meanwhile be prioritised above options to transform waste back 

into energy (recovery) (House of Lords, 2014, p.48).  

Food distributive techniques which lead to the consumption of surplus food in animal feed are separated 

from food distribution to human beings, due to their greater sensitivity. In terms of food wastage produced 

by horticulture, “only permitted where food has not been in contact with animal by-products” can be used 

for animal feed (ibid., p.48). Therefore, due to this denomination; only products such as fruit, vegetables, 

biscuits, bread and pasta are those which can be used. However, despite the positive reuse of resource, 

criticisms are made that substitute feed must be fed to livestock from primary sources, in the form of 

soymeal, and has actually “attributed to deforestation in South American rainforest due to the sufficient 

land required to grow the soy to meet demand” (ibid., p.48). As the EU is known to be the largest importer 

of soy for animal feed (ibid., p.48), it is clear that their remains environmental issues regarding alternative 

food sources for livestock. As House of Lords (2014) quite clearly argue that redistribution of surplus food 

is indeed attributing to deforestation in South America; then the full process of redistribution to animal feed 

is not fully successful and accentuates the WWF UK’s stance on encouraging human consumption first. 

Despite the progress the UK has clearly made in the redistribution of surplus food, the House of Lords 
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(2014, p.48) importantly claims “more attention needs to be paid to encouraging redistribution of fresh, 

nutritious food”, emphasising the importance of consistency and urgency to improve redistribution systems 

across the UK.  

4.1.3. Recycling 
The third stage of the hierarchy, deemed by WRAP (2016) the first stage of the “waste” section of the 

hierarchy, considers the waste which is sent to Anaerobic Digestion or Composted waste. Priestley (2016, 

p.24) outlines in the briefing paper “Food Waste” that there are “currently no legal requirements for 

separating food waste collection in England”, whereby local authorities are encouraged solely to take the 

lead in recycling operations. Once again reflecting the UK governments position regarding voluntary 

initiatives, however with both Wales and Scotland agreeing targets of “70% total recycling by 2025”, 

England appears somewhat behind on its approach to this method (House of Commons, 2014, p.17). As 

local authorities in England resemble recycling rates of “12% to 67%”, across the nation, one question’s 

DEFRA’s local approach to recycling and criticisms could be made of a stagnating industry.  

The Government has denied criticism to the method of recycling in the UK, and refers to WRAP’s 2016 

“Food Waste Recycling Action Plan”. The action plan consists of a five point plan whereby developing 

business cases, optimising food waste collection, communicating with householders and commercial food 

waste producers, ensuring quality as well as quantity and making contracts work, all combined to encourage 

a greater use of recycling within the hierarchy (WRAP, 2016). This action plan provides an interpretation 

of the government’s main issues regarding the improvement of the recycling sector, and clearly defines the 

plan addressing issues predominantly surrounding household food waste. Despite the greater attention 

afforded to household waste, the plan displays barriers to commercial waste collections and unveils barriers 

such as “lack of space in commercial premises to segregate food waste” or “poor yields of food waste 

collected from commercial premises” (WRAP, 2016, p.31). As the Lords Commitee Report concludes that 

recycling “is an important aspect of moving food waste off the bottom rung of the waste hierarchy”, it can 

be argued that its importance is as vital as any other method of management, and that greater knowledge 

and investment should be afforded to stakeholders in order to ensure a greater collection of recyclable 

produce (Priestley 2016, p.24).  

There are two dominant methods of recycling food waste used in the UK, In-Vessel composting (IVC) and 

anaerobic digestion (AD). In-Vessel composting involves the mixing of food waste with garden waste and 

subsequently composting it within a closed system (Priestley, 2016, p.24). In-Vessel composting is used 

predominantly as a small-scale technology, and according to WRAP (2013, p.14) is particularly suitable to 

an organisation which produces over 100 kg of organic waste a week. Although IVC technologies can be 

found in numerous sectors such as hospitals, prisons and schools, the product when stabilised as nutrient-

rich compost can be suitable as a “soil improver for the farming and agricultural industry” (Tamar Energy, 

2017). 

The other distinguished method of recycling within the UK waste hierarchy is Anaerobic Digestion (AD). 

Priestley (2016, p.26) suggests that WRAP consistently promotes the use of AD to local authorities, farmers 

and other stakeholders. This is due to a £6.5 million pound Anaerobic Digestion Loan fund (ADLF) which 

was afforded to WRAP from DEFRA in order to encourage the further uses of waste management 

techniques at the lower end of the waste hierarchy which can still achieve the diversion of food waste from 

landfill (ibid., p.26). These promotions included releasing a video to encourage more farmers to use 

anaerobic digestate as a renewable fertiliser, therefore providing practical advice to farmers in order to 

maximise the use of natural resource as well as minimise the amount of disposed waste (ibid). In fact, 

according to the House of Lords (2014) the AD sector is widely “supported by subsidy”, once again 

emphasising WRAP and DEFRA’s cooperation in investment towards greater uses of recycling. Ultimately 

the House of Lords (2014, p.48) argue that “the most desirable things need to have the right incentives so 
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that they are more attractive than the ones at the bottom of the hierarchy”, however the House of Commons 

(2014, p.11) paper stresses the importance of the right kind of incentive, illustrating that the “pro-recycling 

message is being underpinned by perverse financial incentives to incinerate material that simply should not 

be”. This reveals a great deal of uncertainty and lack of clarity regarding the matter of recycling from a 

governmental position, and the intended encouragement and positivism surrounding methods higher up the 

hierarchy are contradicted by decisions to incentivise incineration towards the bottom. 

Priestley (2016) remains upbeat on the subject and goes on to describe the government view, that if “food 

waste is unavoidable” then the government values the contribution of AD as a recovery option. Here in the 

contribution of AD lies a problem of confusion or inconsistency in the definition of AD in the waste 

management Hierarchy, where publications such as the “Counting the Cost of Food Waste: EU Food Waste 

Prevention” derive AD as a recovery method, whereas the waste hierarchy model produced by WRAP 

(2016) within Priestley’s (2016) “food waste” report considers it a method of recycling. Arguments can be 

made on both sides, as the AD process produces either biogas or digestate (a nitrogen-rich fertiliser). 

Nonetheless this particular attention to AD afford it great prestige amongst the various methods of waste 

management, and ultimately it can provide the farmers with important benefit from fertilisers produced, 

which can “return valuable nutrients to the land” (Priestley, 2016, p.25).  

Much of the AD sector subsidies come in the form of Renewable Obligation Certificates and feed in tariffs. 

Much like recycling methods discussed previously in this section, Anaerobic Digestion acquires its own 

Strategic Action Plan produced by DEFRA in 2011. Feed in tariffs are in place to encourage deployment 

of low carbon electricity generation; an environmental to which AD can produce (DEFRA, 2011c, p.22). 

In addition to this, DEFRA outlines the need to develop a sustainable industry which includes “feedstock 

security” and the use of digestate as a valuable resource to the farming industry (ibid., p.31). There are 

many examples of AD in the United Kingdom, however the case of BiogenGreenfinch plant at Twinwoods, 

Bedfordshire highlights some of the key benefits provided by such a method where the plant “accepts 

42,000 tonnes of annually from both food waste and animal waste”, and produces around “30,000 tonnes 

of fertiliser” (UK Without Incineration (UKWIN), 2009, p.3). Despite the potential of AD to improve the 

quality of soil, the House of Commons (2014, p.22) suggests “food wastes and other inputs are often 

regarded as novel by the market” and are “wary of accepting them until evidence of their quality can be 

provided”, a quite regressive description of this stage of waste management which will require further in 

order to improve the confidence of farming customers.  

4.1.4. Recovery 
 Many, such as Priestley (2016) consider AD as a source of recovery when considering the waste 

management hierarchy. It is strongly argued as a source of recovery, as in June 2011, it was “Defra and the 

department for Energy and Climate Change” that published Anaerobic Digestion Strategy and Action Plan 

(ibid., p.25). Furthermore, the AD process does produce biogas, which is a source of energy used “for 

combined heat and power” (ibid., p25).  According to bio economy consultants, the National Non-Food 

Crops Centre (NNFCC); statistics show there are “316 plants” across the United Kingdom, many of which 

are farm-fed (NNFC, 2016). The House of Commons (2014) denotes that a full “7% of all waste is currently 

processed through AD”, and ultimately using food waste through the production of Biogas, can “help reduce 

the use of fossil fuel and reduce greenhouse gas emissions” (House of Commons, 2014, p.22). This is a 

large environmental benefit provided by waste recovery and shows its significant potential in the waste 

management hierarchy in the UK as well as acting at all times as a method of avoidance to total disposal of 

waste.  

According to a report produced by the House of Commons (2014, p.22); incineration is “generally placed 

higher up the waste hierarchy than landfill in terms of environmental performance”, but it is important to 

understand the full characteristics of incineration in evaluating its environmental performance. In the 
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process of incineration, as recovery method, waste materials are burnt and converted into outputs such as 

ash, flue gas and heat. Ultimately only one of these outputs is useful, as “bottom ash is sent to landfill” and 

“flue gas is dispersed into the atmosphere” in the form of pollutants such as dioxin and furans (ibid., p.24). 

This is an extremely large critique as the idea of placing incineration above disposal is built on the principle 

that it avoids waste at the disposal level, but clearly it predominantly fails in that intention. The Public 

Health England states “plants are likely to produce very small and undetectable risks to human health” in 

terms of pollutants emitted, therefore producing a mixed message of possible risk to human health and the 

eventuality that it is undetectable (ibid., p.23). DEFRA (no-date, p.13) claims that emissions from 

incineration in the United Kingdom “have changed dramatically, with a 99.8% reduction since 1990”, an 

extremely large reduction which shows the progress made in protecting the climate, however only improves 

one element of a very expansive sector.  

The only recoverable use of “42 incineration plants in England” is their respective production of heat (ibid., 

p.23). Despite this production, the report by House of Commons (2014, p.23) suggests that DEFRA claimed 

only a “handful” of these plants use this capacity. This is a damning admission by DEFRA which belittles 

the contribution of incineration plants used in England, and emphasises the level of encouragement and 

improvement needed in this sector. In addition, many types of council in the UK depend on local authorities 

which have contractual obligations for waste incineration (ibid.). Recycling and Incineration are in constant 

conflict throughout the literature. The “Department for communities and local government allows planning 

consent for incinerators” which goes both, against government policies on climate and energy efficiency, 

as well as undermining pro-recycling messages with incentives for incineration, the government appears to 

be sending a very mixed message (ibid., p. 11). There is clearly a systematic problem of trying to encourage 

the correct method of waste management. Most importantly, as the House of Lords (2014, p.49) suggests, 

the UK requires a helpful guideline “to best practise at each stage of the hierarchy” and currently the best 

practise is arguably not occurring within recovery and incineration. In a research paper produced by House 

of Commons called “Waste Incineration” in 2002, The “government believes that modern incinerators have 

an important role to play in a system of integrated sustainable waste management”; this may be true, 

however due to the issues derived later on the government must be extremely careful as to which practises 

it deems most advantageous in the modern world (House of Commons, 2002, p.31).  

4.1.5. Disposal  
The final and least preferable option of waste management within the waste hierarchy and the UK is 

disposal, which includes the waste sent to landfill. Priestley (2016) critically mentions that in 1996, “the 

UK government introduced landfill tax in 1996”, this land fill tax, is what scholars such as S. Priestley 

consider the “key influence” and “driver” for the rise in alternative methods in the waste management 

industry (Priestley, 2016, p. 26). In 2013 “9.2 million tonnes of biodegradable waste were sent to land fill”, 

revealing the necessity to change and improve the system (ibid). Since then, the British Retail Consortium 

(BRC) and Food and Drink Federation (FDF) have both committed to landfill targets, which eventually led 

to BRC reducing landfill waste by 39% between 2005 and 2016 (ibid., p.26). According to the House of 

Lords (2014) the 80 pounds per ton land fill tax will remain at least the current level until 2020, showing 

the government is thinking long-term in terms of waste management in accordance with external objectives.  

Despite the introduction of tax, and in addition “a ban on land filling of recyclable waste”, WRAP insists 

there is still too much going to landfill and that “the drivers are not entirely right” (House of Commons, 

2014, p.18); (House of Lords, 2014, p.49). Astonishingly, only “26% of councils in England collected food 

waste separately” in 2013, a method in which WRAP strongly argues should increase, especially as the 

government has the objective of moving towards virtual elimination of land filling waste by 2030 (House 

of Lords, 2014, p.49). According to Priestley (2016) economic incentives have been effective in 

discouraging disposal, but the House of Lords (2014) argues efforts must continue in the same manner. 

This is almost the first piece of legislation found on waste management hierarchy in the UK, and perhaps 
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signals an important change in intention and direction from DEFRA and the government in the acceptability 

of waste at the disposal level.  

4.2. Cosmetic Standards for Horticultural produce 
The second section of this literature review discusses the literature surrounding the issue of standards, and 

specifically cosmetic standards for horticultural produce. As stated before by Garnett (2006), within 

Europe, fruit and vegetables are divided into strict classes and as a consequence a lot of produce is 

subsequently considered the wrong size or ugly and therefore not compliant with regulations. In order to 

fully understand and interpret the impact of cosmetic/marketing standards on the horticultural industry, a 

full recognition of where standards derive from, as well as why standards are implemented and the roles 

they demonstrate must be achieved.  

According to Timmermans & Epstein (2010, p.70) standards are an “underestimated phenomenon that help 

regulate and calibrate social life”, suggesting interestingly that they are undervalued as a concept provides 

an uncertain perspective that standards are fully understood within society. The question of understanding 

is emphasized when Timmermans & Epstein (2010, p.70) later describe standards as “politically democratic 

neutral”, but their underlining conception poses questions of how they are produced? “Whose benefits are 

served?”, and importantly “who sets the standards? These questions are critical in understanding the extent 

to which standards are by definition “democratic” and how far they are considered equally accessible to all 

stakeholders in terms of input. As mentioned in the literature, it is argued to be off great importance that 

“standard makers” are held accountable for their actions, leading to criticisms that standards themselves are 

too often “promulgated by experts”(ibid, p.71). This criticism is strengthened by the ISO (2007) description, 

suggesting overall that standards would have a greater recognition by all parties if created through a multi-

stakeholder decision making process. ISO consider this process to be “standards based on a consensus”, 

where comments from all stakeholders are taken into account (ibid). Timmermans & Epstein (2010, p.74) 

demonstrate that standard creation is considered a social act, “built collectively” emphasizing the 

constraints of having standards produced by scientific and technological experts. Despite their obvious 

expert knowledge and experience, standard making should be the “meeting of various different parties in 

order to legitimate coordination” (Timmermans & Epstein, 2010, p. 75), whereby, as Hatto (2011) suggests, 

experts are nominated members but hold the responsibility to develop drafts which reflect consensus as far 

as possible. Therefore, standards can be imposed both from a top down perspective or “emerge by consensus 

among stakeholders” (ibid, p.78), but what kinds of standards are imposed on food in the UK and the EU, 

and how are those standards imposed?  

Food standards are just one of a plethora of standards in today’s modern world. Foods require standards for 

obvious health reasons which are often debated by the World Health Organisation, but a subject which 

eludes the mainstream discussion at points is the focus on cosmetic standards. As the House of Lords (2014, 

p.38) considers “an assessment of the impact on food waste of marketing standards for fresh fruit and 

vegetables” as “particularly useful”, it is becoming increasingly important to recognize these standards as 

a concerning influential phenomenon in the food industry with regard to food waste. Similar discussions 

appear in the context of Sweden, where “Swedish national food legislation, is to a large extent, harmonized 

with the EU’s food legislation” (Wideback, 2012, p.2). The EU’s approach to cosmetic standards, or to 

which they define “marketing standards”, has arguably softened over the last decade, with fewer specific 

marketing standards, down from 36 to 10 in 2009; as well as more “simplified and rationalized checking 

operations” (EU Commission, 2017), which eludes once again to a clear assessment and concern on how 

standards are affecting food wastage.  

The report by the House of Lords (2014, p.27) demonstrates that “retail decisions can lead to wastage at 

producer level”, the factors influencing this relationship are argued to be “contractual requirements, product 

standards, and poor demand forecasting”, and therefore unveiling product standards are considered a 
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significant factor in the procurement of fruit and vegetables. Moreover, this influence retail influence is 

emphasised as the House of Lords (2014, p.27) suggests Retailers “may impose additional cosmetic 

standards relating to weight, size and appearance”. These additional cosmetic standards probably derive 

from internal forecasting and improvised policy determined by the retailer alone, and therefore do not reflect 

what Timmerman & Epstein’s (2010) previous description of different stakeholders meeting for legitimate 

coordination. According to the House of Lords (2014, p.28) there are significant pressures on maintaining 

standards from consumers themselves, whereby it has become “difficult to find markets for produce that 

did not meet retailers standards”. Considering these pressures it appears, arguably necessary to maintain 

certain standards as demand forecasting is a key strength in the food industry. So perhaps regarding the 

literature, the question is which standards are justified? A study undertaken by the House of Lords found 

that “5,000 respondents stated cosmetic standards for fruit and vegetables in the retail sector are 

indefensible”, a damning and emphatic criticism of regulative decisions designed to benefit the consumer 

(ibid, p.58). The paper continues on to depict a producer environment where “20-40% of these crops, in 

UK farms, are never harvested as they as they do not comply with strict retail specifications”, which in 

addition, determines to some degree that these cosmetic standards imposed at a retail level are having 

detrimental impacts on producer output (ibid, p.58). Retailers need to take responsibility in utilising food, 

not as depicted in the literature, adding extra pressures on farmers to find another market for produce. The 

National Farmers Union (NFU) also placed criticisms upon the standards within the industry, claiming 

“retailers demanded that gala apples have to have 50% red colour”, which subsequently led to a total of 

“20% of crop wasted” (House of Lords, 2014, p.28) These are real figures which begin to illustrate the 

statistical and pure extent to which cosmetic standards are effecting food waste produced and a reflection 

of modern consumer demands. These criticisms of retailer pressures are countered by the evidence of 

Waitrose “new range of class two vegetables” (Waitrose, 2017). These vegetables are identified by 

Waitrose as “a little less than perfect” and sold in 40 of their stores with “skin blemishes or splits”, therefore 

showing that retailers are capable off relaxing their standards in order to support their local farmers and 

reduce food wastage (ibid.).  

When observing standards holistically across Europe, Sweden’s consumer pressures are described similarly 

by the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) (2012); whom suggests “fluctuating consumer 

demand make a major contribution to the generation of food waste”, therefore signalling the questionable 

success of the supply chain and the conditions created by retailers for producers (ibid, p.9). The report by 

SEPA (2012) emphasises the role of the consumer in production losses, further revealing “by-product could 

perhaps be eaten more by humans if our eating habits were different, e.g gashed potatoes and shrivelled 

apples” (ibid., p.11). One expert interviewed in a study by Witzel et al. (2015), “presumed that food sector 

actors might underestimate consumers acceptance of imperfection”, therefore insinuating that production 

waste is not purely driven by the consumer but the retailer and industry which would rather not take risks 

(ibid, p.6467). Astonishingly, this study continues on to suggest that; “in both the UK and Sweden, it was 

mentioned that there had been years in which the harvest of potatoes or apples respectively failed”, however 

consumers purchased them anyway (ibid, p.6467). This revelation by Witzel et al. (2015) suggests 

behaviours can be relatively easy to shift and that retailers should relax their respective cosmetic 

standardization. Despite many scholars reports by government agencies suggesting consumer preference is 

the reason for strict cosmetic standards and that customers “naturally select the cream of the crop”; a public 

opinion poll found that more than 80% of British shoppers would be willing to buy imperfect produce in 

shape or colour (House of Lords, 2014, p.29). This studies ability to depict such a majority, leads this study 

to question how imperative strict standards are, and whether retailers are communicating accurately and 

constructively with their customers.  The literature is dominated with possible solutions to tackling waste 

at producer level argued to be centred on improved forecasting from retailers. If improved forecasting was 

implemented, in terms of weather or consumer demand, it could be argued that retailers could inform 

producers in advance with constructive communication so that they in turn could flex their supply.  
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Overall, in the EU, marketing standards can be separated into two sorts of criteria; general marketing 

standards and specific marketing standards. General marketing standards uphold the general minimum 

requirements tolerated in order for that product to resume along the supply chain (Jordbruksverket, 2016). 

These minimum quality requirements include such tolerances as; “free of abnormal external moisture”, 

“free of any foreign small and/or taste” and “practically free from damage caused by pests affecting the 

flesh”  (ibid, p.1). These appear as fairly understandable demands, however when only “10%, by number 

or weight of product, not satisfying the minimum quality” is permitted, and subsequently “2 percent” of 

that “may consist of produce affect by decay”; standards do become questionable in their strict manner. 

Witzel et al.’s (2015) approach of retailers relaxing becomes yet another subject of discussion when 

analysing forces on a national and international scale that to some extent dictate the supermarket 

standardisation. Specific marketing standards are far more complex, and involve the defining of produce 

into “classes”. For example, Apples within the EU are separated by colouring, stalk quality, and shape, into 

“Extra Class”, “Class 1” and “Class II” (Jordbruksverket, 2016). In order to begin to understand these 

standards, a copy of the Annex in part B of the EU Regulation 543/2011 shows us that in order to be 

considered “class II”, and thus eligible for sale, apples must acquire no more “than slight bruising not 

exceeding 1.5cm2 in area which may be slightly discoloured” (ibid, p.3).  These regulations are cosmetic, 

they are by definition solely created to pursue the perfect product, however a product of Class II which may 

taste the same as an Extra Class product, will clearly not be afforded the same diligence, predominantly due 

to its aesthetic characteristics. 

4.3. Horticulture in the East of England 
This final section of the literature review focuses on the region selected for the primary research performed 

in this study. Described by DEFRA as the region in the United Kingdom in which the highest prevalence 

of horticultural farming exists (Promar International, 2013, p.36), it is imperative that the empirical 

background of this study does not exclude the historical and current experiences of horticulture within the 

east of England. By deliberating on the literature of the east of England horticultural region; this study gains 

a greater understanding of the underlying values and traditions held in the UK as well as in this particular 

part of England, and in addition how farmers and the industry have performed and experienced farming 

fruit and vegetables through time. Changes and adaptations in the industry have welcomed new 

technologies, approaches, and practises which address food waste and this section reveals those specific to 

the east of England.  

The East of England, as a region, is one of nine farming regions spread across England. The region contains 

the counties of; Bedfordshire, Huntingdonshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Norfolk and 

Suffolk. The East of England is one of the largest and most populous regions of England; covering “around 

19,100 square km”, second only to the South West (Corke and Wood, 2009, p.78). Generally known for its 

low lying geography, the region acquires no mountainous areas, boasting instead the Fens which is 

positioned in the “central northern part of the region extending to the East midlands” (ibid, p.78). The Fens 

itself is described by Natural England as a “large, low-lying, flat wetland landscape”, which due to its 

drainage from the 17th century onwards presents “valuable soils which provide excellent conditions for 

large-scale cultivation of arable and horticultural crops” (Natural England, 2015, p.3). Therefore arguably 

the east of England is an extremely attractive place in which to grow crops, however a further exploration 

of the literature in terms of both historical and current trends gives us a much clearer view of the regions 

farming characteristics. 

During the 12th and 13th Century the region was characterised by rising population and resulting colonisation 

of new land mostly deriving from its proximity to nearby London. The drainage of the fens, the clearance 

of local woodland and the expansion of farming led to the “emergence of a wealthier class of tenants and 

freehold farmers” (Historical England, no-date, p.24). Changes in the class of farmers, lead to the South 

East boasting some of the wealthiest farmers in Europe. This trend continued into the 14th Century where 
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the combining of farms into larger holdings as well as steady growth in productivity lead to a greater 

emphasis on pastoral/livestock farming at that time (ibid, p.24). Mixed farming therefore has a long history 

in this part of England and steady growth signals the region has been consistently well suited to farming 

both crops and livestock for a considerable period of time.  

Historical England describes the success of “new crop rotations and crops, particularly clover, grasses and 

turnips” between 1550 and 1750, on the light soils of East Anglia; which received varying success across 

other parts of the country (ibid, p.25). This suggests that the lighter soils of East Anglia were more suitable 

for growing crops than other regions, and therefore, perhaps provides an answer for the clear distinction 

between the later “intensively cropped landscapes of the eastern half of the country and the wetter and more 

pastoral-based economies of the western half” (ibid p.25).  

In figure 9 below, taken from the paper “Agricultural History and Farm Buildings”, one can observe this 

distinction between farmhouses in the east and west, particularly pre 1550. Afterwards, between 1550 and 

1750, the country has become vastly more farmed, but maintains the darker and more intense colouring in 

the South East. This predominance is argued as a result of the closeness and proximity to the Capital London 

and its accessibility to various markets.  

  

Figure 9: Farmhouses on England between 1550 and 1750 (Historical England no-date, p.26). 

In 1937 the agricultural act was passed to “increase self-sufficiency”, and as a result the Second World War 

saw a “60% rise in productivity” (Historical England, n.d., p.28). This increase in self-sufficiency does not 

signal an acknowledgement at that time that food waste management was a problem, but does establish the 

first significant identification of using farming resources sufficiently and sustainably. The further 

intensification and specialisation that followed the war, was accompanied by the development of fertilisers 

and “industry research” in order to accomplish improved sufficiency (ibid, p.28). This again does not allude 

to greater food waste management, but purely the rise of productivity seen initially in 1937 and the 

development of fertiliser’s have predominantly strengthened encroachment onto lands once impossible to 

produce crops on.  
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Presently, in the 21st Century, the East of England boasts an array of horticultural produce from “apples, 

asparagus, aubergines, beetroot, beans, carrots, onions, potatoes” as well as  many more (Spedding, 2009, 

p.1). Although the UK itself is a net importer of horticultural produce, East Anglia, within the East of 

England, is the “largest horticulture producing region in the UK with 41,761 hectares. These figures are 

due to the variety off crop which can be grown on the light attractive soils of the region, whereby “many 

varieties of potato alone are grown by farmers and gardeners in Norfolk and Suffolk”, whilst broad beans 

and peas are also common crops produced in Suffolk (Culture of the Countryside, 2016). Moreover, the 

“Farm Business Survey”, conducted by DEFRA between 2009 and 2010, emphasise this historic suitability 

by determining “fenland and silt soils permit production of sugar beet, potatoes and field scale vegetables” 

(DEFRA, 2010, p.1).  

One of the most defining features of the east of England’s climate in the present day is the very low amount 

of rainfall compared with other parts of the UK (Corke and Wood, 2009, p.90). Between 1961 and 1990, 

Corke and Wood demonstrate that the region incurred “just over half the UK average” for rainfall (ibid). 

This considerable lack of rainfall is therefore not a phenomenon which is new to horticultural farmers in 

the area, and has subsequently led to some parts of “Essex and East Anglia, classified as semi-arid” (ibid., 

p.78). In 2011, the UK government declared that parts of East Anglia were in “a state of drought” (Weir et 

al. 2011). In the event of such severe droughts farmers were forced to reduce their extraction of water and 

one particular potato farmer described a “20 or 30 percent” drop in crop yield that year (ibid., 2011). Clearly 

food security is a well-rehearsed topic in the east of England and securing a reliable source of food produce 

in the region is essential in order to support local farmers and the large population. Crops such as potato 

can incur diseases such as “potato scab” if they receive insufficient watering (Mason and Gray, 2011), and 

therefore climate as well as human intervention can produce detrimental effects.  

Furthermore, it is important to consider the “relatively small carbon footprint” described by Corke and 

Wood in their article; “A portrait of the east of England” (Corke and Wood, 2009, p.91). The east of England 

had an “8.1 ton per head carbon footprint” in 2006, which is below the UK average of “8.8 tonnes” (ibid., 

p.91). Furthermore the region is not only relatively better in terms of its carbon footprint but in addition 

residents “recycle and compost more of their household waste than any other region” (ibid., p.91). Although 

this is a focus on household waste, Corke and Wood’s description shows that the region is perceptive to the 

threat of wastage, and appears well educated in the subject. A further accentuation of the regions approach 

to wastage would be to observe the work of the East of England Gleaning Network. Gleaning Network UK 

“coordinates volunteers, farmers and food distribution in order to salvage the thousands of tonnes of fresh 

fruit and vegetables that are wasted on farms every year” (Global Feedback, 2014). Gleaning hubs can be 

found locally in Cambridgeshire and Norfolk, and their work has incurred progressive media attention 

including articles for; “Farmers Weekly, Fresh Produce Journal and South East Farmer” (ibid., p.2). One 

of the most advantageous and attractive components of Gleaning is that it is free for respective farmers, and 

the costs are covered by feedback, and subsequently Gleaning Network UK has proven successful in 

“Gleaning over 188 tonnes” between 2012 and 2015 (ibid., p.1). This shows the encouraging work done by 

voluntary initiatives across the UK and the east of England, and strengthens the government’s sentiments 

that a voluntary approach is more productive and suitable than a legislative one.   
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5. Primary Empirics 
This section comprises of the primary results of the data collection performed at the example case. These 

empirics have been separated into two sections; the first displaying the main semi-structured interview with 

the participant, followed then by the second section comprising of important observations and photographs 

attained on the day. The semi-structured interview has been recorded the personal experiences and practises 

depicted by the participant with regard to the subject of food waste. The observation of the farm itself was 

led by the interviewee, whom is highly involved in the daily running of the farm.  

5.1. Semi-structured Interview 
Interviewee Location Name of Farm Validation Date 

Principle Farmer: 

Timothy Jolly 

Norfolk, UK Roudham Farm 12/04/2017 9/03/2017 

 

5.1.1. Brief Background 
The participant begins the interview by answering questions on the farm itself and the local area. The 

participant introduces Roudham farm in the south west of Norfolk, and describes the geography of the area; 

with its drought prone, light, sandy soils. Subsequently, the participant describes the soil itself as suitable, 

with irrigation, for growing an array of vegetables from onions and carrots, to potatoes and asparagus. The 

total area of the farm is just short of 400 hectares, as well as additional rented land in the local area. The 

participant reveals that the farm itself grows carrots, parsnips, onions and asparagus. The interviewee 

identifies himself as the principle farmer, alongside; a day to day manager as well as a recently employed 

farm manager and five permanent staff whom perform field work. They have been farming for 27 years at 

Roudham, and produce solely horticultural produce.  

5.1.2. Materials 
When asked about the specific waste technologies or practises in place at Roudham, the farmer reveals 

the importance of not just specific waste technologies but overall efficiency describing the efficiency 

before the product is harvested; 

“It’s dependent on the amount of solar radiation which has been captured” 

(Appendix B: Roudham Interview) 

The farmer continues on to emphasise the point of efficiency by describing the importance of pesticides as 

well; 

“I think particularly the regulation about pesticides” [...] “because they are the things that more directly 

affect the quality and quantity of the produce that you produce” 

(Appendix B: Roudham Interview) 

 

Further on, the farmer then determines the unattractive manner of discarding food waste. The farmer clearly 

invokes a sense of how unproductive it is to merely discard produce rather than find appropriate streams. 

Suggesting predominantly that; 

“throwing away is not normal, you have to get rid’ of it, throwing away is not your primary outlet” 
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(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

The overall message conveyed from the respondent at this early stage of the interview was to present the 

case for efficiency throughout the entire industry and system. Relaying that; 

“There is not one thing, or two things, that contribute more than other things [...] the whole thing has to 

be done properly [...] it’s the whole working together towards the end point” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

Later on, when conversing on the subject of Asparagus crop in particular, the farmer denotes the difference 

between selling to wholesale and selling to supermarkets. The researcher wants to establish where the 

produce is sold, and what standards are implemented by those avenues. The farmer responds accordingly 

with; 

“In general [...] the wholesale markets is not so particular, about the standard in which you supply them, 

as supermarkets are” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

The farmer then attempts to strengthen and consolidate this point of view by explaining the particular 

environmental and characteristically difference between of both market places. The farmer reveals a sense 

of responsibility within this following quotation; 

“Supermarkets say you must apply this standard or we won’t buy it” “in order to supply the wholesale 

market, it’s down to the producer themselves, to determine what level of quality they want to supply a 

particular market” 

 (Appendix  B:Roudham Interview) 

The Farmer reveals that; 

“It’s all driven by the supermarkets because they control 80-85% of the food in the country” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

Following the discussion on avenues, the interviewee responds to the question of demands elicited by these 

avenues on them as a producer. The farmer begins to list the various standards imposed or designated upon 

them and the specific details of those standards. Consistently referring to the value and economic viability 

of the product they produce, the interviewee responds with; 

“Asparagus, Class I, is generally determined on, erm [...] two or three things [...]. It’s the size, in terms 

of the length; it’s the size in terms of diameter, of each individual spear [...]. It’s the tightness of the head, 

erm, it’s the bendiness’ of the individual spears, so the straighter the better, the more bent they are [...] 

that’s a minus factor [...] the degree of white at the bottom of each individual spear cos’ we produce 

green asparagus” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

“It can go from class I to class II effectively overnight, so you have to cut it everyday” 

Moreover, the researcher leads the farmer to the question of specific supply chain communication between 

them and other key stakeholders. The respondent quickly responds by outlining the importance of 
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communication in the business, and revealing how consistently they are in communication with one another 

on marketing their produce.  

“During the season when we are cutting and packing asparagus, we are talking every day to the markets 

we supply, [...] in terms of how they’re getting on, selling our produce, do they want anymore, effectively 

that’s what you’re trying to do” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

Moving on, the interviewee introduces another crop that is grown on Roudham farm and the individual 

constraints of managing carrots in comparison to the previously mentioned Asparagus. The farmer 

determines that root vegetables are far more difficult to handle and manage in terms of preventing 

disfigurement and disease, and continues describing; 

“The small ones are a particular problem because the industrial people don’t want them, because there’s 

too many numbers to deal with [...] they don’t want them. And the consumer doesn’t want them, so 

effectively they go to cattle feed. Or whatever very low value you can get out of them”  

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

5.1.2. Meanings 
Moving onto the second section of the interview, the farmer is asked questions pertaining to the social and 

environmental issues caused by food waste and their experience with the subject. In reflection on social 

distribution channels for food waste, the farmer was confident and certain to reveal; 

Timothy: “lots of charities don’t want fresh produce” 

Researcher: “Okay! [...] why is that?” 

Timothy: “Because they, effectively they have to store it!. [...] and they either have no means of doing it, 

or they store it and it goes rotten. Then they have to get rid of it. They much prefer stuff in cans. [...] 

because it’s not only them, it’s the people they give it to, have they got the facilities to deal with fresh 

produce” 

“There are lots of initiatives to reduce food waste, sell by dates, use by dates, you know, all that sort of 

thing. It’s towards reducing food waste. Educating people, and the consumers as to what they can and 

can’t eat effectively” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

Then shortly afterwards, the farmer was questioned on their view and experience with a voluntary or 

regulative approach. The farmer begins to display a more personal viewpoint on standards and regulation 

holistically, using humour to reflect a calm and relaxed attitude. The respondent was given a choice between 

a voluntary and regulatory approach to food waste and the proceeding response was quickly;  

“Non regulatory one [...] as soon as you get regulation, it puts you into pigeon holes, and effectively you 

can’t get out of it. That’s the problem with use by dates, and sell by dates. I’m gunna die if I don’t eat it 

by the next day [laughs]”  

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 
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In order to build on this subject of regulatory and voluntary approaches, the farmer is asked more 

specifically about the concerns with landfill and the environmental damages it can arguably cause, with 

reference to the literature. The respondent reacts positively; 

“We are trying to incorporate a tax on landfills. Do you think that is a good regulatory movement?” 

“Effectively it is, because it concentrates people’s minds as to the alternatives to doing that. And, that’s 

been quite effective as a regulatory tool [...] yeah very effective as a regulatory tool” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

Maintaining that theme of regulation, the researcher aimed to maintain the interviews focus on regulation 

in terms of standards. The interview then led to a personal problem for the farmer which was previously 

mentioned about the threat of soil born disease. The farmer passionately describes these problems, and 

subsequently reveals the difference between edible produce and sellable produce. 

“Where we’ve just effectively dumped about 600-800 tonnes of carrots, because they are not sellable and 

they’ve got disease” 

“So they’re not edible?” 

“They are edible! But they’re not sellable! There’s a difference. That disease can be anything from the 

size of a penny to the whole carrot being rotten. At the moment, effectively if you’ve got something the 

size of a penny on a carrot, it is not sellable. The disease cannot hurt you” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

The researcher then subsequently probes the farmer, in order to find out where the diseased produce ends 

up in the waste stream; 

“They’ve all gone to a digester; an anaerobic digester. That’s effectively our waste stream there” 

“Carrots are more applicable to going into cattle food, or an anaerobic digester. We’re lucky we have 

that waste stream now, as two or three years ago we didn’t have” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

The farmer deduces that there are 2 to 3 local anaerobic digesters which are used by the local farms in the 

area.  

Finally, as this section of questioning draws to a close, the researcher enquires as to whether the standards 

set on carrots could be changed. The respondent responds to this question with a repeated question to the 

researcher, whereby the interviewee doubts the realistic development of change to that particular 

behavioural or systematic change. 

“How do you drive that change? How do you drive that change? [...]. Because what happens is I put my 

carrots in with the little part of disease on it, and the ones next door have got no disease in, and all the 

people go in and pick the ones up with no disease and mine are left there” 

“It will continue to be that way while there is a differential. You can’t blame the consumer or the retailer 

for offering that differential” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 
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5.1.3. Competences 
That subject of consumer and retailer drivers led the interview into the final section of competences. The 

farmer was subsequently asked more questions directed at illustrating their individual knowledge and 

competence regarding food waste and the practises involved. Firstly the farmer was asked why they think 

consumers and retailers drive that narrative. 

“The consumer is effectively saying; I’m money rich and time poor, and I don’t want to spend time 

peeling this and cutting away disease out of that, and throwing that away. That is one of the drivers that 

has been feeding through to retail” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

 

As a developing subject of the relationship between themselves, the producer, and the retailer and 

consumer, within the interview, the researcher wished to uncover the effect on farmers over time, to these 

specific drivers. The respondent was in turn receptive to that, and relayed the eventuality that 

communication is key and ultimately revealing the importance of openness in the industry; 

“There’s less and less producers whom feel that they are capable of meeting those demands” 

“Because of the number of constraints we’ve spoken about?” 

“Because their own personal circumstances; are they open to research and development, are they open to 

this that and the other. If they’re not, they’re out the door” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

Leading to an unforeseen reference to generation and age, the farmer briefly mentions; 

“Especially older farmers, if they’ve got nobody coming up after them, they’ll say; I’m not interested in 

this, somebody else can take my land on.  No different from any other industry” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

It was clear from body language and facial expressions at the time that the respondent was not biased against 

older farmers. The farmer focused specifically on mentioning to the researcher the importance of 

development, energy and dynamism within any industry. The farmer wanted to convey that the motivations 

and openness to development and innovate must exist.  

In order to fully determine the farmers understanding and competence on the subject of waste management, 

the researcher then aimed to narrow down the line of questioning to waste channels, which were previously 

touched upon earlier in the interview. 

“Which channels would you say are the most consistent?” 

“Well the two big ones now are; cattle feed is [...] is [...] will always be the big one. Or animal feed of 

some description. Digesters are, not everywhere, but that’s another stream now. They are the two big 

ones now” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 
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Given the farmer touches upon two channels, mentioned within the Waste Management Hierarchy, the 

researcher aimed to cover other channels so subsequently enquired about distributive channels such as 

charities. Farmer responded; 

“Non-starter” 

“Yeah” 

“Absolute non starter” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

The interview then moved naturally into the subject of communication again, but this time focusing on the 

farmers themselves, internally, and how their relationship is reflected. After remonstrating how there is 

natural competition between farmers, as in all industries, the farmer then reveals the conditions for sharing 

of knowledge and expertise between them. 

 “Yeah. That’s not to say that the avenues to receive knowledge is not open to everybody, because it is. 

That knowledge is out there. It’s whether you as an individual want to access it and use it and can use it” 

“People know effectively if they don’t access that knowledge you’re out of business” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

Finally the researcher inquires as to the knowledge surrounding previously researched policies and concepts 

derived by the government and DEFRA. The farmer hesitates at first when asked about the concept of 

Waste management hierarchy, however goes on to reveal  

“Have you heard of the Waste Management Hierarchy?” 

“[...] No” 

“You’ve never heard of this concept before?” 

“Yes, the answer is I have heard of it. And that’s effectively what we are trying to do on a day to day 

basis” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 

After a subsequent line of discussion on DEFRA as a whole, the researcher is led to question the farmer, 

due to their positive outlook on communication throughout the supply chain, how involved they are in the 

deliverance and production of standards spoken about throughout the interview. The farmer responds as 

follows; 

“I’d say not directly. It’s about supply and demand. We can influence what happens, by telling our 

customers what the supply and demand situation is. Last year, we couldn’t supply the market with three in 

line onions at 70ml because the demand was to strong [pause] so, in effect the spec was dropped to 65ml 

so that the supply can match the demand” 

(Appendix  B: Roudham Interview) 
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5.2. Observations 
Below are the researchers documented observations of their surroundings. Conferring with the participant 

throughout, the researcher was led around the farm into the pack house and warehouse storage facilities, 

whilst the researcher describes them at first hand. These notes were made within a notebook shortly after 

the participant’s tour of facilities, so as not to intimidate the subject whilst cultivating a constant and polite 

engagement in the participant’s explanations.  

5.2.1. Pack House 
 Several vehicles for collecting Asparagus on the field 

 Sorting Lines (both human and technological quality control) 

 Computer determines suitability by size 

 One large Christiaens Grading Machine 

   

Photograph 1: Christiaens Grading Machine           Photograph 2: Christiaens Grading Machine Side View 

 Cardboard boxes – predominantly used for wholesale 

 Hundreds of grey treys 

 Pop-up fridge 

5.2.2. Onion Storage 
 1-2 degrees for onion storage 

 Stored for supermarket surplus supply 

 Stored from September to April (must be available 365 days a year) 

 Participant shows researcher “the window” on an onion, a particular disfigurement which renders 

them unsellable 

 Researcher is shown acceptable sized onion for three in line sock, and unacceptable (see photograph 

3) 
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Photograph 3: Onion Window and Size   Photograph 4: Onion Storage  
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6. Analysis  
In the following section all empirical data collected and performed within this study has been analysed in 

accordance with the theories of ISWM and SPT discussed previously in Chapter three. In order for this 

study to fully understand and incorporate the empirical data collected, and ultimately to fulfil the aim of 

this research, a thematic analysis has been performed. The data analysed in the following section has derived 

from themes and conditions revealed within the three literature reviews performed in Chapter four, and as 

a result informed the subsequent semi-structured interview performed at Roudham farm. Through this 

process, key themes and trends have appeared throughout the data which have subsequently assisted the 

following discussion.  

Within the theoretical framework produced for this study, the conceptual framework of SPT deduces that 

there are three key elements to the performance of practise. Warde (2003) described these elements as a 

“Nexus of doings and saying’s”, and in order to present, to a greater degree of accuracy, the conditions for 

food waste management, all three elements have been analysed in the following section (ibid). This nexus 

of materials, meanings, and competences provided this section, and the interview, with a structure and 

approach for providing a complete picture of the conditions for food waste management in UK horticulture. 

Spotswood et al. (2013) emphasises that SPT is focused on providing a theoretical concept for studying a 

particular portion of the practise itself, and this is what has been presented in the analysis, with the interview 

focusing on the horticultural conditions for food waste management as a practise.  

Furthermore, the second theoretical framework of ISWM, discussed by scholars such as Klundert & 

Anschutz (2001),  narrows down to highlight the importance of three dimensions; sustainable aspects, 

stakeholders and the four basic principles of; equity, effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability. These 

dimensions firstly influenced the direction and material collected within the literature review, and 

subsequently, through trends and themes found in the literature reviews informed the primary empirical 

research, in terms of questions and topics presented to the respondent. The sustainable aspect’s cover an 

array of factors and present an opportunity to analyse findings in terms of their individual context, whether 

it be political, institutional, socio-cultural, economic or technical. In order to analyse the data successfully, 

all these dimensions, as well as the themes found in the literature had to be interconnected, as to maintain 

a coherent and consistent reflection of the empirical findings whilst engaging continuously with the overall 

aim.  

6.1. Materials 
During the first section of the interview, questions regarding materials were put forward to the respondent 

“the Farmer”. When questioned about the specific waste technologies or practises used at Roudham farm, 

the farmer instead referred to what they considered as the most important factor in food waste management, 

and that was efficiency. The farmer focused on climatic efficiencies such as “the amount of solar radiation 

which has been captured” as well as material infrastructures such as pesticides because they argue these 

“are the things that more directly affect the quality and quantity of the produce” (Appendix B: Roudham 

Interview). These statements emphasise Klundert & Anschutz’s (2001) inclusion of efficiency as one of 

their 4 basic principles of ISWM. This is a common theme throughout the interview whereby the 

interviewee, the farmer, is consistently mentioning the importance of providing an efficient system, which 

in turn would arguably provide the means of managing waste before it even establishes itself physically. 

This holistic perception of is subsequently strengthened by the statement “the whole thing has to be done 

properly [...] it’s the whole working together towards the end goal”, which consistently refers to materials, 

not as singular infrastructures in order to practise waste management, but as an integration of materials 

which work alongside one another to achieve the goal of not “getting rid of it” (Appendix B: Roudham 

Interview).  
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Of course, materials are referred to singularly as well by the farmer, in particular when discussing the 

material infrastructures of marketing standards. When conversing specifically with regard to Asparagus 

crop the respondent denotes how standards can differentiate between the avenues of supply chain. The 

respondent suggests “In general [...] the wholesale markets is not so particular, about the standard in which 

you supply them, as supermarkets are”, therefore presenting an institutional aspect where supermarkets are 

regarded as more difficult clients to sell to (ibid). This moderately negative, or arguably stricter, perception 

of supermarket avenues is accentuated when the farmer reveals that “Supermarkets say you must apply this 

standard or we won’t buy it”, which is an extremely sharp and concise description of an institutional aspect. 

This description begins to reveal a potential flaw in the stakeholder dimension of the supply system whereby 

Klundert & Anschutz’s (2001) concept of a common goal is not represented according to the respondent. 

This reference to stakeholders within the institution aspect of horticultural farming is further critiqued by 

the respondent when they suggest “It’s all driven by the supermarkets because they control 80-85% of the 

food in the country”, therefore the respondent provides an illustration of a system which arguably realise 

on control, and responsibility is thus higher in the supply chain and as a result equity, as a basic principle 

of integrated sustainable waste management is compromised (Appendix B: Roudham Interview). 

Moreover, in viewing Photographs 1 and 2, it is clear that the farmer acquires singular materials which aid 

the practise of food waste management, as Christiaen grading machines are used consistently within the 

industry itself to perform quality control. The farmer reflected great competence when describing the 

machine, however due to its computerised and standardised role, it leaves the farmer with little room in 

order to be flexible with produce.  

Subsequently following questions focused on avenues for produce, the researcher aimed to probe the 

respondent on more narrow issues of marketing standards. As a result, the farmer began listing the 

determinations for Classes, with respect for Asparagus; “Asparagus, Class I, is generally determined on, 

erm [...] two or three things [...]. It’s the size, in terms of the length; it’s the size in terms of diameter, of 

each individual spear [...]. It’s the tightness of the head, erm, it’s the bendiness’ of the individual spears, 

so the straighter the better, the more bent they are [...] that’s a minus factor [...] the degree of white at the 

bottom of each individual spear cos’ we produce green asparagus” (ibid). This comprehensive list of 

required standards reveals the extensive lengths at which the producer must perform their practise, whilst 

uncovering the institutional, economic and political aspects of producing what the respondent regards as 

the highest quality. Furthermore, when trying to derive what circumstances occur when the produce fails to 

meet these class standards, the farmer refers to another crop, carrots, whereby; ”The small ones are a 

particular problem because the industrial people don’t want them, because there’s too many numbers to 

deal with [...] they don’t want them. And the consumer doesn’t want them, so effectively they go to cattle 

feed. Or whatever very low value you can get out of them” (ibid). The respondent consistently mentions 

that root vegetables are harder to maintain than their counterparts, and thus for the first time uncovers a 

sense of little thought to waste. The farmer effectively responds swiftly that they will end up as cattle feed 

or very low value, therefore insinuating perhaps that other avenues are not open to them, and revealing 

limitations. This is again, an issue of institutional acceptance for lesser produce as well as technical for 

which root vegetables reflect a unique problem for waste management conditions.  

6.2. Meanings 
In terms of the embedded behaviour and attitudes elicited by the farmer; their experience with food waste, 

and in particular certain channels, lead to a rather negative perception and experience of distribution 

channels. Distribution is one of the five stages on the waste management hierarchy depicted by Klundert & 

Anschutz (2001). The farmer was confident in saying “lots of charities don’t want fresh produce” and in 

addition that this reasoning is because “they effectively have to store it! [...] and they either have no means 

of doing it, or they store it and it goes rotten” therefore, this is a strong argument that re-distribution 

channels, in terms of to charities is in their experience, are not productive (Appendix B: Roudham 

Interview). Moreover, there is cause to reflect on Klundert & Anschutz (2001) concept of four basic 
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principles, and effectiveness as, “all waste removed, as planned and all recoverable materials recovered”, 

is not performing in terms of re-distribution, however other avenues may service benefits to society instead 

(ibid, p.10). This is once again, an institutional aspect, whereby the farmer suggests the organisation 

structure of the system is not allowing re-distribution to thrive. Meanwhile, there are also socio-cultural 

aspects involved as the farmer depicts a case where citizens “don’t have the means” to store fresh food, and 

thus reflect potential social issues of education and knowledge given to the consumer (ibid).  

The interview subsequently delved into matters regarding other waste hierarchy stages, and thus focused 

on allowing the respondent, the farmer, to share their attitudes and experiences towards voluntary and 

regulative approaches to food waste management. Given the choice between a regulatory or voluntary 

approach, the farmer responded quickly revealing a “non-regulatory one [...] as soon as you get regulation, 

it puts you into pigeon holes” and suggested the “the problem is use by dates, and sell by dates. I’m gunna 

die if I don’t eat it by the next day” (ibid). These are strong views and negative experiences displayed by 

the respondent, signalling that they consider institutional aspects further up the supply chain are more 

attributable to producing waste. When on the other hand, the respondent was questioned on arguably 

successful means of regulatory approaches, with reference to a possible landfill tax, they responded 

differently, suggesting that “it’s been quite effective as a regulative tool” and that “it concentrates people’s 

minds as to the alternatives to doing that” (ibid). This varied stance on the effectiveness of regulation shows 

the respondent is open to various channels and different ideas, and ultimately the respondent judges 

“effectiveness” to be higher with the existence of arguably necessary regulation. 

In addition, the farmer’s “unconscious forms of knowledge” lead us to their particular engagement with 

food waste channels regarding crops of Carrot (Spotswood et al. 2013, p.24). The farmer reveals defiantly 

that they had just “dumped about 600-800 tonnes of carrots, because they are not sellable and they’ve got 

disease”, and thus begins to depict their own consideration of the practise of standards and institutional and 

socio-cultural aspects in the supply chain (Appendix B: Roudham Farm). The farmer reveals the carrots 

were also “edible! But they’re not sellable”, a powerful differentiation, which reflects quite clearly their 

experience with effectiveness, and that it is ultimately having a great effect on efficiency (ibid). When the 

respondent continues on to describe the unsellable produce, with disease that can be “anything from the size 

of a penny to a whole carrot”; they accentuate the point earlier mentioned regarding Asparagus, in that 

standards in their experience are long, complex and arguably to strict and regulatory.  

The possibility of behavioural or systematic change in order to perhaps minimise the waste of carrots was 

heavily questioned by the farmer, whom exclaimed “How do you drive that change? [...] Because what 

happens is I put my carrots in with the little part of disease on it, and the ones next door have got no disease, 

and all the people go in and pick ones up with no disease and mine are left there” (ibid). This is the first 

time the respondent refers to their produce as “mine” and it produces a personal affect whereby the farmer 

becomes more impassioned about that socio-cultural aspect of differential and choice at the retail level. The 

farmer has been farming horticultural produce for 27 years at Roudham, and produces very high quality 

Asparagus to retailers therefore, perhaps their values in terms of the quality produce and efficiency affects 

their perception of acceptable disfigurements on carrots.  

6.3. Competences   
The third and final part of this analysis investigates this narrative of consumer and retailer pressure on the 

producer; focusing on stakeholders once again and whether the ISWM concept of a common goal is 

reflected in the data. Competences is the knowledge required in order to perform a practise, and we begin 

to see further examples of the farmers knowledge of the supply chain when they state “The consumer is 

effectively saying; I’m money rich and time poor, and I don’t want to spend time peeling this and cutting 

away disease out of that” and exclaiming that they think “this is one of the drivers that has been feeding 

through to retail” (Appendix B: Roudham Interview). When referring to money rich and time poor, the 
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respondent is suggesting economic aspects play a significant role in modern day horticultural consumerism 

therefore, the respondent argues consistently that they as a producer have to match that goal and use that 

supply chain knowledge wisely to negate food waste as a result.  

Knowledge is such a key concept in analysing competences, and in revealing further on that “there are less 

and less producers whom feel that they are capable of meeting those demands”, the farmer demonstrates an 

industry to which circumstances become constrained due to the fact that these other farmers are arguably 

not “open to research and development” and thus “if they’re not, they’re out the door” (Appendix B: 

Interview at Roudham). This shows that their available knowledge is accessible voluntarily, but at the same 

time it is necessary, in order to continue farming and successfully practise food waste management. Without 

the capability, which this farmer displays, to use the knowledge of open research, incineration plants and 

soil borne diseases, the practise of food waste management becomes obsolete. These skills allow the farmer 

to be resilient to change and teach them “how to recognise and explain actions”, which they suggest other 

farmers are not able to achieve in terms of meeting demands (Vlasov, 2015, p.16). The farmer accentuates 

the problem of willingness to ascertain important knowledge and information, by referring to “older 

farmers” and their specific constraints of “nobody coming up after them”; a statement which suggests 

motivations to innovate in accordance with sustainable aspects are intrinsically dependent on a younger 

generation (Appendix B: Roudham Interview). This farmer has a son, whom they identify early on as the 

day to day manager; therefore his motivations are similarly bred from this idea of continuing the family 

business and thus food waste conditions depend perhaps profit from their relationship. There was an 

emphasis at all times presented by the respondent, whom relayed the importance of development, energy 

and dynamism given by a younger member of management. 

In addition, in order to determine the farmer’s competence in terms of identifying waste management 

channels, with reference to the Waste Management Hierarchy, the respondent was asked which channels 

they deemed most consistent. The farmer responded swiftly, pointing out that “the two big ones are, cattle 

feed” or “animal feed of some description” or digesters which are “not everywhere, but that’s another 

stream” (Appendix B: Roudham Interview).  Clearly the respondents knowledge of these waste streams is 

well rehearsed throughout the interview, and therefore displays a sense of capability that waste management 

practise is performed with the required knowledge at least with regard to re-distributive and recycling 

channels. Of course, as the respondent addresses, not all re-distributive methods are attractive or suitable 

to an individual case, as the farmer refers to charitable re-distribution as an “absolute non-starter” (ibid). 

It appears from this description that the respondent is not open to the knowledge of this practise in order to 

perform it however, earlier the farmer demonstrated concerns over storage facilities and consumers of 

charitable foods, so to an extent the farmer renders that practise obsolete due to its lack of effectiveness and 

efficiency.   

The communication of required knowledge is imperative to the success of food waste management at the 

production level and the farmer at Roudham farm that “avenues to receive knowledge” are “open to 

everybody” and that that the fundamental choice is “whether you as an individual want to access it, and use 

it” (ibid). The respondent reiterates the relatively voluntary approach to educative and knowledge based 

communication flow, however much in the way they described “open research” and your lack of openness 

will “have you out the door”; failure to “access that knowledge” could potentially mean “you’re out of 

business” (ibid). Therefore, according to the farmer, the incentives and conditions are there to access the 

required knowledge, which reflect vital economic and institutional aspects; so it becomes a question of 

individual responsibility to access that information. Ultimately to further test the extent of the farmer’s 

knowledge of institutional and political aspects regarding food waste management; the farmer was 

questioned directly on their acknowledgement of Klundert and Anschutz’s (2001) waste management 

hierarchy. Surprisingly, the respondent stated, at first, that they had not heard of the concept. Then following 

a few moments of hesitation, reflecting the difference between DEFRA, and political institutions and the 
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actual producers on the ground; the respondent revealed they had heard of it, and stated quite affirmably 

that “that’s effectively what we are trying to do on a day to day basis” (ibid). This quite general response 

perhaps uncovers a lack of communication between higher governing bodies and the producer in terms of 

informing them on the national waste management approach. Nevertheless the subject of communication 

led to an extensive discussion on their respective involvement in the deliverance and production of 

standards. This presented a unique example of where the farmer’s knowledge and competence plays a large 

role in performing waste management, as conditions are influenced by knowledge of “supply and demand” 

(ibid). The farmer denotes how they as the producer “can influence what happens”, as they to consistently 

inform the customer on the current supply and demand situation (ibid). Subsequently the farmer revealed 

“last year we couldn’t supply the market with three in line onions at 70ml because the demand was to strong 

[...] so in effect the spec was dropped to 65ml so that the supply could match the demand” (ibid), whereby 

one can observe clearly how marketing standards can be influenced by producers as stakeholder, not 

directly but in terms of supply and demand. These differences in size and the required 70ml can be observed 

in Photograph 3, whereby the farmer displays the required quality of onion in comparison to its unsellable 

counterpart. This shows that in the farmer’s experience, there is a degree of equity in the system which 

allows horticultural producers a respectable margin in which they are offered efficiency and sustainability.  
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7. Discussion 
The following section, Chapter seven, brings the study together in terms of a discussion based upon the 

analysis of primary empirics as well as background empirics captured in three literature reviews. This 

section delves deeper into the conditions for food waste management in UK horticulture, and the contrasts 

and similarities depicted between the empirical data collected. Ultimately this discussion has pursued the 

aim of answering the respected four research questions produced for this study; deducing from various 

factors and stakeholders where issues and success can be observed in the production sectors food waste 

management.  

7.1. Waste Management Hierarchy 

One of the main focuses of this study was the Waste Management Hierarchy. This concept, which presents 

itself within the ISWM theory, is a well discussed phenomenon throughout the literature, and its hierarchical 

stages of managing food waste are consistently relevant within the horticulture industry of the UK. For 

instance, Priestley (2016) reflects upon the stage of disposal, signalling, as many other reports produced by 

DEFRA and the House of Lords do; that land filling has become a serious issue within horticultural disposal. 

However, having reviewed the literature one can observe regulatory practises which have aimed to negate 

those issues. The EU landfill directive lead to the UK meeting targets of “50% landfill diversion in 2013”, 

which subsequently Priestley (2016) considers to be a key driver in order to “meet 2020 target” (ibid., p.21). 

Land filling is not only an issue of poor efficiency and effectiveness within the system, but also produces 

climatic problems, depicted by DEFRA (2014), so therefore the industries approach to disposal in terms of 

taxing land filling is arguably extremely beneficial in preventing waste. The farmer at Roudham farm 

accentuates this benefit, by describing the tax, introduced in 1996, as “quite effective as a regulative tool” 

because people focus on alternatives (Appendix B: Roudham Interview). There seems to be a consensus on 

the positive direction elicited by landfill tax, however without adequate alternative streams for waste, the 

prevention becomes obsolete. In terms of recovery, the system appears conflicted, as despite movements to 

promote recycling, as a preferred option, “pro-recycling is underpinned by perverse financial incentives to 

incinerate” (House of Lords, 2014, p.48). This revelation allows the importance of economic incentives to 

display their significance on influencing the choice of approach to waste management. The House of Lords 

report in 2014 stresses that the most desirable things need to have the right incentives, and given incentives 

appear to be directed towards incineration rather than recycling, it shows the government is at a cross roads 

on this issue. A report undertaken by the House of Commons in 2014 considered that “the department for 

planning and communities still allows planning consent for incineration”, which it argues goes against 

government policies on climate and energy efficiency, therefore arguably undermines the pro-recycling 

message (House of Commons, 2014, p.23). In addition, there is no evidence for recyclable or incinerated 

produce at Roudham farm, however the farmer continuously referenced the importance of economic well-

being, outlining consistently that efficiency is the key driver. Perhaps the intended direction of horticultural 

waste is equally as influenced by economic aspects as it is by social, environmental, sustainable and 

institutional aspects. Furthermore, as Ajith (2014) suggests that, on occasion, appropriate strategies are not 

always those which are most beneficial to stakeholders, the desirability for specific channels portrayed by 

the waste management hierarchy can be compromised by various extenuating aspects such as financial 

incentive.  

Redistribution is a well-rehearsed stage of the hierarchy within the industry, from government policy and 

approach to producer at the production level. In terms of government agencies and international associations 

higher up the supply chain; redistribution to humans before animal feed is of fundamental importance to 

charity organisations such as WWF UK (House of Lords, 2014). This approach to redistribution is 

emphasised by Priestley (2016) whom suggests “all major retailers now have arrangements in place for 

redistribution channels for surplus food” (ibid., p.33) however, that perspective and arguable progress is 

hindered by the farmers outlook on charity redistribution. The farmer’s stresses that charity is an “absolute 
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non-starter”; a huge criticism of this social aspect, and continues on to reveal “Lots of charities won’t buy 

fresh produce” because they can’t store, and in effect the farmer depicts this channel for food waste as 

lacking effectiveness encapsulated by social practice theory (Appendix B: Roudham Interview). Although 

the farmer recounts a strong argument, they reflect only one point of view within their own individual 

context; whereas the literature shows that charitable distribution can be hugely successful. The House of 

Lords report from 2014 relays the “9,000 tonnes from the food industry” which was redistributed to charities 

and community groups, as well as “between 2012 to the end of 2015, gleaning network UK gleaned over 

188 tonnes of produce” from horticultural farms (House of Lords, 2014 p.47); (Priestley, 2016, p.34). The 

conditions for practise, in terms of charitable redistribution, are successful within the industry, and 

subsequently create social benefits to “vulnerable people” whom find “access to nutritious foods” 

(Priestley, 2016, p.34). The House of Lords report from 2014 points out the importance of encouragement, 

both morally and economically, for producers and other stakeholders to donate to charities such as Fairshare 

and the significance of economic incentives once again (House of Lords, 2014, p.47). Clearly, the farmer 

interviewed at Roudham farm does not reflect the success of redistribution, and perhaps knowledge and 

competence to facilitate such a practise of managing waste is lacking in communication from the powers 

of DEFRA to the farmers themselves. The farmer distinguishes Anaerobic Digestion and animal feeds as 

the main facilitators of waste management streams, and therefore reflects a lack of encouragement for more 

desirable avenues depicted by DEFRA, as well as, on the other hand, conveying the outlook that those 

avenues are more effective and efficient in that context than other alternatives. 

In terms of outright prevention of food waste in UK horticulture, one reflects on Ajith’s (2014) suggestion 

that the hierarchy defines waste after its generation; therefore the framework itself doesn’t prioritise 

prevention. This criticism of the framework reveals a unique perspective which is accentuated by the farmer 

at Roudham farm whom consistently relates to the importance of the system as a whole and not one 

particular material or approach. It is ultimately about the effectiveness and efficiency of the practise, and 

the farmer relays “the ultimate goal is selling to the customer” (Appendix B: Roudham Interview). If 

efficiency exists in the system, in all its aspects, then the produce negates the eventuality of waste. The 

farmer describes the “day to day basis” of aiming for that ultimate goal, and with that stems a system 

whereby everything is driven to support that goal. In effect the farmer suggests aiming for the perfect 

produce induces the prevention of food waste, due to efficiency and the negative aspects produced by the 

of loss of possibly sellable produce.   

7.2. Approach to Food Waste 
Throughout this study the approach to horticultural food waste management has been predominantly 

voluntary. Initially during the literature review, Priestley reveals that there are “no specific EU food waste 

reduction targets” and this was subsequently no different in the UK where a food waste bill was dismissed 

in parliament in 2015 reflecting the government’s strong stance on their approach (Priestley, 2016, p.19). 

The government’s voluntary approach does not necessarily depict a weak approach to sustainability. The 

farmer exclaims that a “regulatory” approach “puts you into pigeon holes” and that produces limitations as 

to what you can achieve (Appendix B: Roudham Farm). Motivation for a voluntary approach stems from 

the capacity of consumer campaigns such as “love food hate waste” whom contribute to a reduction of 

fifteen percent in total food wastage in 2007 (Priestley, 2016, p.22). Ultimately voluntary approaches yield 

a great degree of success, as even voluntary initiatives in the East of England, such as Gleaning Network 

UK, have proven successful in “gleaning over 188tonnes” between 2012 and 2015 (Corke & Wood, 2009, 

p.91). Moreover, the facilitation of a voluntary approach relies on the willingness and open minded 

characteristics of all stakeholders in the industry. The farmer suggests horticultural farmers must be “open 

to research and development” and consequentially, if they are not “they’re out the door”; suggesting that 

although accessibility to knowledge and competence is voluntary, it is also necessary in order to practise 

efficient and effective food waste management (Appendix B: Roudham Interview). The motivation to 

acquire new knowledge and expertise within a voluntary environment facilitates the success of the UK’s 
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horticultural approach but unfortunately also renders those incapable, such as the older generation of 

farmers, as obsolete. 

In terms of the East of England region; the “valuable soils which provide excellent conditions for large-

scale cultivation of horticultural crops”, would initially provide the reader with a lack of necessity for 

significant food waste management (Natural England, 2015, p.3). Despite these conditions, “intensely 

cropped landscapes”, “insufficient watering” and one of the driest climates in Europe (Natural England, 

2015, p.25); (Mason and Gray, 2011) mean that the region is very familiar with the importance of self-

sufficiency and efficiency in horticultural farming. Since the agricultural act of 1937, which saw a “60% 

rise in productivity”, the region has expanded into an area which boasts a below average carbon footprint 

as well as acquiring households which recycle and compost “more than any other region” in the UK (Natural 

England, 2015, p.25); (Corke and Wood, 2009, p.91). Therefore, this region reflects the UK horticultural 

industries competence and knowledge on crop security, and thus their capacity to manage food wastage 

successfully. Throughout history, this region has dealt with food security issues, and Mason and Gray 

(2011) depict that struggle by showing how potatoes incur potato scab if they receive insufficient watering. 

These regional problems are accentuated by the farmer at Roudham, whom suggest “root vegetables are a 

consistent problem” and thus reflect how arguably, even the most competent waste management region still 

incurs serious problems (Appendix B: Roudham Interview). 

Of course, alongside the experience of historic events and the success of a voluntary approach, motivations 

also inevitably extend from economic and financial aspects. Anaerobic digestion for instance, according to 

Priestley (2016), was consistently promoted by WRAP, and that promotion is emphasised by a six point 

five million pound Anaerobic Digestion Loan Fund (ADLF) (Priestley, 2016, p.26). This DEFRA fund 

could explain why the farmer at Roudham considered AD as one of the main channels of waste management 

in the local area (Appendix B:  Roudham Interview). Clearly encouragement and knowledge was promoted 

in a successful and productive manner by DEFRA and WRAP, and thus as the House of Commons (2014) 

paper stresses “the most desirable things need to have the right incentives so that they are more attractive 

than the ones at the bottom of the hierarchy” (ibid., p.11). Clearly in this circumstance, the farmer knows 

of two to three digesters in the area, because this channel was made more attractive than others, and 

therefore allows one to question whether the same encouragement should be afforded to redistribution 

which is arguably an even more desirable avenue depicted in the WRAP hierarchy diagram (see Figure 8). 

The approach to management is heavily influenced by a multitude of factors, however encouragement 

through incentives appears to be the most productive and successful manner in which to promote a certain 

practise.  

7.3. Cosmetic standards  
A key issue throughout this study, and a topic consistently referenced within the literature, is the attitudes 

and experiences of stakeholders towards cosmetic, or as many scholars identify them as; marketing 

standards. According to WRAP (2012) grading within the horticultural industry is one of the most 

influential factors in the supply chain regarding food waste losses. This rather negative perception of 

standards is emphasised by a House of Lords study, undertaken in 2014, in which “5,000 respondents stated 

cosmetic standards for fruit and vegetables in the retail sector are indefensible”, revealing a large proportion 

of people whom dismiss the necessity for standardising at the level in which consists in the UK (House of 

Lords, 2014, p.58). Customer specifications are a discussion well-rehearsed within both the literature and 

the interview, whereby the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) (2012) suggests that it’s the 

role of the consumer, and customer specifications expect perfect looking fruit, as well as the farmer insisting 

people are “money rich and time poor” and therefore don’t want to spend time peeling away disfigurement 

(Appendix B: Roudham Interview). Despite the strong case against customer specifications, Witzel et al. 

(2015) contrastingly insinuates the issue is far more complex, and that customers are open to purchasing 

imperfect produce. An opinion poll conducted by the House of Lords (2014) reveals that “more than 80% 
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of British shoppers would be willing to buy imperfect produce” (ibid., p.29), which in turn questions both 

the farmers and WRAP’s (2012) determination that the influence is purely from customer specification. 

The farmer suggests that “people go in the shop and choose the ones next door with no disease, and mine 

are left there” regarding carrots and their respective pests; therefore on the one hand there is the argument 

that customers are flexible, and on the other is the argument that customers are demanding of perfection 

(Appendix B: Roudham Interview). One important issue, in which the farmer uncovers, is the existence of 

differential within the supermarket. Whilst there exists, the choice between one product of highest quality 

“Class I” and lower quality “Class II”, the producer is under pressure to produce the highest quality produce 

possible and subsequently the disfigured and imperfect fruit and vegetables are wasted arguably 

unnecessarily. Despite the issue of differentiation, Waitrose launched a new range of “class two vegetables” 

in February 2016, and in the process now sells “a little less than perfect” produce in 40 of its stores 

(Waitrose, 2017). This innovative move from Waitrose shows that a new approach to imperfections on fruit 

and vegetables can arguably become successful in supporting farmers as well as reducing unnecessary food 

waste which would otherwise end up in the lower waste streams. With Waitrose website depicting one 

million pounds worth of weather blemished skinned apples being sold since relaxed standards in 2008, 

Witzel’s (et al. 2015) idea of flexible encouragement among retailers becomes more attractive and perhaps 

more probable. 

In addition to consumer specification, cosmetic standards differentiate in terms of their intended market. 

The farmer firstly identified the contrast between selling to wholesale markets and retail markets, and 

subsequently regarded the retail sector as far more strict as “In general [...] the wholesale market is not so 

particular, about the standard in which you supply them as supermarkets are” and that “Supermarkets say 

you must apply this standard or we won’t buy it” (Appendix B: Roudham Interview). The farmer’s 

experience of retail standards is emphasised by the House of Lords (2014) whom suggest it is “retail 

decisions” that “lead to wastage at the producer level” (House of Lords, 2014, p.27). Timmermans and 

Epstein’s (2010) summation of “standards which help regulate and calibrate social life” is questioned 

rigorously as those standards imposed by retailers in the UK are linked to “20-40% of un-harvested crops” 

due to their failure to match retail specification (ibid.,p.70);(House of Lords, 2014, p.58). There is a 

common theme throughout the results that retail control and influence a significant degree of the market 

and ultimately food wastage at the production level, and that could be due to the fact that they arguably 

“control 80-85% of the food in the country” according to the respondent at Roudham farm (Appendix B: 

Roudham farm). “Too often”, it appears, standards are “promulgated by experts” (Timmermans & Epstein, 

2010, p.70), and thus they are therefore not built on consensus, and in addition equality is compromised as 

a key principle of social practise.  

Despite the strong evidence against standards, illustrated by the House of Lords 2014 report, standards 

could maintain a significant role in food waste management if according to Witzel et al. (2015); they were 

more flexible and relaxed with respect to pressures on the producer. When analysing the interview with the 

farmer at Roudham farm, one can observe how the farmer maintains a role in the implementation and 

success of internal standards. For instance, when the farmer described that “last year they couldn’t supply 

the market with three in line onions at 70ml” due to demand, therefore the specification was dropped to 

65ml, the perspective changes from an impose standard from “experts” to improvised, beneficial flexibility 

derived from the supply and demand communication between farmer and retailer (Appendix B: Roudham 

Farm). Therefore, standards can in some circumstances be relaxed in order to improve the conditions for 

food wastage at the production level; however there remains a rigorous standard within the industry which 

arguably reflect excessiveness with regard to appearance and lead to land filling rather than negating food 

wastage. Particular standards such as “gala apples have to be 50% red colour” which subsequently lead to 

“20% crop wastage” in the UK (Mena et al. 2014, p.28), whilst the farmer at Roudham had to throw away 

“600-800 tonnes of carrots” even though they were described as edible, allow one to question the success 

and positive affect of standards in the industry and ultimately emphasise the need to review the standards 
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currently used within horticulture; as has been done in the EU where specific standards have been reduced 

from 26 products to ten (Jordbruksverket, 2016).  

It is clear that standards are rigorous in UK horticulture; however they are also open to change and to 

producer input, especially regarding supply and demand. Holistically, standards create an environment and 

system in which the end goal is to produce the greatest quality produce, however the negative effects of 

failing to meet that standard can result in “600-800 tonnes” of carrots wasted (Appendix B: Roudham 

Interview). Whilst statistics reflect 20-40% un-harvested crops and studies undertaken suggest customers 

are open to purchasing imperfect produce, the system and industry in terms of institutional aspects is 

conflicted, and the collaboration between all stakeholders is insufficient in order to produce better 

conditions for horticultural food waste management.  
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8 Conclusion 
The following Chapter ultimately presents a thorough and informative conclusion to this study. This 

conclusion derives from the research performed throughout this study and reflects on the, initially 

developed, aim. This chapter concludes on the conditions for food waste management in horticultural 

farming production, and moreover, draws together key drivers and influences to which co-ordinate the 

system to perform in the way it does. Thereafter, these points regarding the overall aim have been addressed 

and the chapter finalises with future recommendations, if this research were to be performed again.  

8.1. Institutional Conditions 
This study focused on food waste produced at the primary stage of the horticultural farming sector, and 

subsequently aimed to depict the institutional conditions afforded to the producers in order to facilitate food 

waste management. This studies exploration into various key factors and an array of stakeholders found 

that institutional conditions are favourable if appropriate knowledge, efficiency and effectiveness is pursued 

by the government, as well as the retailer; all the way down to the producer.  Conditions for food waste 

management are appropriately dependent on important aspects derived from the theory on ISWM. Political 

and institutional aspects reflect the presence of the waste management hierarchy, as well as the 

government’s voluntary approach to food waste through such agencies and associations as; DEFRA and 

WRAP. The voluntary approach is favoured by almost all stakeholders, and allows the sector to share 

information with freedom and without significant constraint from government. However, successful 

examples of regulative policies remain, which aim to prevent waste in its depository stage with taxes at 

landfill sites. In addition, communication from large retailers to producers is arguably consistent, and the 

importance of information and knowledge allows producers to manage their waste in a method whereby 

appropriate waste streams are identified. The sector promotes all waste management streams, however the 

incentives, efficiency and effectiveness of a certain practise and stream are complex and do not always 

reflect the most preventive method of management. Economic aspects, illustrated by the importance of 

financial incentives for waste streams, revealed the ultimate importance of making profit and encouraging 

these practises in a sellable manner. The industry is conflicted by encouragement given to less attractive 

waste streams, but as this study reveals, in certain circumstances the capacity to practise the most 

preventative waste practise is inaccessible or inappropriate, so hence forth the next best method is 

performed. Moreover, socio-cultural aspects also play an imperative role in the success and performance 

of food waste management. In the UK, these socio-cultural aspects refer to individual stakeholder’s 

motivations as well as consumer and societal perception on fruit and vegetables, which subsequently 

become customer specification. This study uncovers the fundamental importance of efficiency in UK 

horticulture, emphasising the critical aspect of the system working as a whole, by which; if food waste is 

performed, and performed effectively, it is subsequently beneficial to all stakeholders, especially producers 

whom regard waste as that which cannot be sold and therefore provides them with less return.  

8.2. Contribution 
This study contributes to the ongoing debate, and research, regarding food waste in the UK, and should be 

recognised for its appreciation of various stakeholders as well as its ability to address varying factors and 

constraints which influence the performance of food waste management. The literature conveying food 

wastage in the UK is considerably limited, specifically regarding horticultural waste in the UK. Given this 

limitation, this study has provided an important addition to the food wastage landscape, and depicts 

critically how the sector has performed and subsequently where those issues of hypocrisy, inaccessibility 

and awareness reside. Having critically reviewed important governmental reports from DEFRA, and 

WRAP, as well as reports produced by both the House of Commons and the House of Lords; and 

subsequently presented that information and knowledge to a producer gives an overall illustration of where 

differences and similarities exist between stakeholders in the supply chain. 
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8.3. Performance of the Method  
This study originally intended to perform five in-depth interviews with horticultural producers. The method 

was subsequently changed due to unforeseen circumstances regarding the acquisition of participants. This 

produced a limitation in terms of primary empirical data, however should not devalue the rich data and 

importance of the producer interviewed. The method overall provided quality data in which the institutional 

conditions for food waste management could be effectively explored on a local and national level; with the 

combination of primary data and an extensive three part literature review. 

8.4. Future Recommendations 
In the event that further research, exploring the conditions for horticultural food waste management, should 

be performed; the researcher should firstly acquire a larger sample of horticultural producers in which to 

conduct interviews. This larger sample would provide the researcher with a greater ability to assess the 

conditions locally, as well as provide richer data to the results. Furthermore, a thorough investigation into 

the perspectives and experiences of retailer and consumer would present a useful comparison to their 

producing counterpart, and in turn reflect more closely where communicative issues reside. Interviewing 

significant figures within the large retailers of the UK, could reveal the level of control the retailers exert 

within the industry. 

In addition, in all investigative research, within the bounds of the farming sector, seasonal activity is of 

great importance if the researcher wishes to observe management practises at first hand. Recognising the 

importance of observing producer practises during harvest season would further accentuate the impact of 

this research on the existing literature base, whilst fully facilitating the researcher’s ability to see the 

intended practises of food waste management, being performed at first hand.  
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Appendix A: Interview Guide 
INTERVIEW GUIDE MARCH 2017-03-09 

Daniel John Packer 

Farmers and Food Waste – east of England Horticulture 

I want to thank you for taking time to meet with me today. My name is Daniel Packer and I would like to 

talk to you about your experiences participating in waste management of food within horticultural 

farming. One of the key components of this overall study is to assess farmer perspectives in food waste 

management in order to capture lessons that can be used in future research. 

The interview should take no longer than an hour. I will be taping the session because I don’t want to 

miss any important comments. Although I will be taking some short notes during the session, it is not 

possible for me to record the entire interview. Due to the fact we are on tape, please speak up so that we 

don’t miss any of your comments. 

All responses will be kept confidential where necessary. This means that if you do not wish so, any 

information I include in this study will not identify you as a respondent. You may end the interview at 

anytime. 

Are you willing to participate in this interview? 

1. Ask permission to record discussion of those present 

2. Use discrete notebook if necessary in order to maintain structure and identify key themes 

- Can be useful for “hidden transcript” i.e recording of hesitation or tension after a certain 

question or statement which is otherwise missed by the recording 

3. Make follow up notes post interview to record any thoughts immediately after 

4. Make note of the location of the interview itself, and the context in which you are sat with the 

respondent  

Begin with overview of predetermined criteria – closed easy questions to relax and comfort the 

interviewee before proceeding and allow your criteria to reveal itself in the recording 

- Can you briefly describe the local area? 

- How large is your farm? 

- What kind of horticultural produce do you produce here? 

- How many individuals are involved in the day to day running of this farm? 

- How long have you been farming here, brief history of the farm itself? 

Questions 

 No more than 20 open –ended questions 
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 All questions will be factually based before opinion 

 Use probes as needed –  occasional silent probes, but focus on using “echo” and “uh-huh” probes 

to avoid miss understanding and coming off as rude or disengaged  

Materials 

1. Which food waste technologies or practises do you have in place here? And why have they been 

chosen? 

2. Which technologies would you consider more accessible and why? 

3. What are the specific constraints when managing wastage in terms of producing “...” produce?  

4. Which Supermarkets sell your produce? What kind of cosmetic or marketing standards do they 

demand from you as a producer? 

5. In terms of the whole system, you have the producer, manufacturer, supplier, retailer and 

consumer? How is the communication and relationship between you as a producer and them? 

Meanings 

1. What kind of environmental issues can food waste cause? Are these issues significant to you? 

2. Which Waste Management practices should continue within your farming sector? And why? 

3. What practises are used in the local area? And to what extent are you familiar with these 

practises 

4. Are you aware of any political goals, that you know of, that are aimed at reducing food 

wastage in farming? 

5. Would you consider either a voluntary or a legislative approach, the most beneficial approach 

to food waste management? And why would you consider this approach the best? 

6. Are there any barriers you could envisage, or have encountered, when accessing food wastage 

management practices? How would you overcome them? 

7. D you know of any examples of where the industry promotes waste management? What do 

you think of these promotions? 

Competences 

1. How long have you worked in farming? What changes have you observed with the approach to 

waste over that time? 

2. How would you describe your working relationship with other farmers in the area? Do you share 

knowledge on waste management between one another? Meetings between you? 

3. You said previously that you have used “...” waste practice; can you describe for me how that 

practice works on your farm? 

4. Are you aware of the Waste Management Hierarchy? (Explain if not) Which section would you 

consider your farm to reside within? 
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5. Are cosmetic or marketing standards affecting produce and waste on your farm? Who delivers 

those standards? What is your involvement in those standards? 

Closing statements 

Is there anything more you would like to add? 

I will be analysing the information you have presented to me and submitting that information in my thesis 

study.  

 

CHECKLIST 

Thematic Interview 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Materials 

Meanings Competences 

+ Hierarchy (Your Waste 

technologies) - costs 

+ Produce 

+ Supermarkets 

+ Which standards? 

System elements – processing, 

production, consumption 

 

 

Firstly focus on the theory of 

social practice. Identify the 

materials within their practice. 

Then inquire into more 

external questions invoking 

the meanings and 

competences actually 

exhibited by the participant. 

+ Thoughts on Food Waste and effects 

on land, water and air 

+ Most successful WM practises and 

why? 

+ Political aspects – goals and decision 

making 

+ does the industry promote WM? 

(WRAP) 

+ WM as a voluntary concept? – 

Legislation, politics 

Thoughts as a stakeholders 

 

Technical 

aspects 

Institutional 

aspects 

Socio cultural 

aspects 

Environmental 

aspects 

Socio cultural 

aspects 

Financial 

aspects 

Financial 

aspects 

+ Knowledge of re-

distribution (charities etc, 

Fairshare) 

+ Knowledge of 

composting, anaerobic 

digestion, incineration 

and landfill 

+ Communication with 

other farmers and 

farmers Union 

 

Relate questions 

of practice to the 

Sustainable 

aspects in ISWM 

theory. Use these 

also as a means of 

maintaining 

structure and 

covering the 

intended bases 
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Appendix B:  Roudham Interview 
Interviewee Location Name of Farm Date 

Principle Farmer: 

Timothy Jolly 

Norfolk, UK Roudham Farm 9/03/2017 

 

Materials 

When asked about the specific waste technologies or practises in place at Roudham, the farmer reveals 

the importance of not just specific waste technologies but overall efficiency describing the efficiency 

before the product is harvested; 

“It’s dependent on the amount of solar radiation which has been captured” 

The farmer continues on to emphasise the point of efficiency by describing the importance of pesticides 

as well; 

“I think particularly the regulation about pesticides” [...] “because they are the things that more directly 

affect the quality and quantity of the produce that you produce” 

Further on, the farmer then determines the unattractive manner of discarding food waste. The farmer 

clearly invokes a sense of how unproductive it is to merely discard produce rather than find appropriate 

streams. Suggesting predominantly that; 

“throwing away is not normal, you have to get rid’ of it, throwing away is not your primary outlet” 

The overall message conveyed from the respondent at this early stage of the interview was to present the 

case for efficiency throughout the entire industry and system. Relaying that; 

“There is not once thing, or two things, that contribute more than other things [...] the whole thing has to 

be done properly [...] it’s the whole working together towards the end point” 

Later on, when conversing on the subject of Asparagus crop in particular, the farmer denotes the 

difference between selling to wholesale and selling to supermarkets. The researcher wants to establish 

where the produce is sold, and what standards are implemented by those avenues. The farmer responds 

accordingly with; 

“In general [...] the wholesale markets is not so particular, about the standard in which you supply them, 

as supermarkets are” 

The farmer then attempts to strengthen and consolidate this point of view by explaining the particular 

environmental and characteristically difference between of both market places. The farmer reveals a sense 

of responsibility within this following quotation; 

“Supermarkets say you must apply this standard or we won’t buy it” “in order to supply the wholesale 

market, it’s down to the producer themselves, to determine what level of quality they want to supply a 

particular market” 

The Farmer reveals that; 

“It’s all driven by the supermarkets because they control 80-85% of the food in the country” 
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Following the discussion on avenues, the interviewee responds to the question of demands elicited by 

these avenues on them as a producer. The farmer begins to list the various standards imposed or 

designated upon them and the specific details of those standards. Consistently referring to the value and 

economic viability of the product they produce, the interviewee responds with; 

“Asparagus, Class I, is generally determined on, erm [...] two or three things [...]. It’s the size, in terms 

of the length; it’s the size in terms of diameter, of each individual spear [...]. It’s the tightness of the head, 

erm, it’s the bendiness’ of the individual spears, so the straighter the better, the more bent they are [...] 

that’s a minus factor [...] the degree of white at the bottom of each individual spear cos’ we produce 

green asparagus” 

“it can go from class I to class II effectively overnight, so you have to cut it everyday” 

Moreover, the researcher leads the farmer to the question of specific supply chain communication 

between them and other key stakeholders. The respondent quickly responds by outlining the importance 

of communication in the business, and revealing how consistently they are in communication with one 

another on marketing their produce.  

“During the season when we are cutting and packing asparagus, we are talking everyday to the markets 

we supply, [...] in terms of how they’re getting on, selling our produce, do they want anymore, effectively 

that’s what you’re trying to do” 

Moving on, the interviewee introduces another crop that is grown on Roudham farm and the individual 

constraints of managing carrots in comparison to the previously mentioned Asparagus. The farmer 

determines that root vegetables are far more difficult to handle and manage in terms of preventing 

disfigurement and disease, and continues describing; 

“The small ones are a particular problem because the industrial people don’t want them, because there’s 

too many numbers to deal with [...] they don’t want them. And the consumer doesn’t want them, so 

effectively they go to cattle feed. Or whatever very low value you can get out of them”  

Meanings 

Moving onto the second section of the interview, the farmer is asked questions pertaining to the social and 

environmental issues caused by food waste and their experience with the subject. In reflection on social 

distribution channels for food waste, the farmer was confident and certain to reveal; 

Timothy: “lots of charities don’t want fresh produce” 

Researcher: “Okay! [...] why is that?” 

Timothy: “Because they, effectively they have to store it!. [...] and they either have no means of doing it, 

or they store it and it goes rotten. Then they have to get rid of it. They much prefer stuff in cans. [...] 

because it’s not only them, it’s the people they give it to, have they got the facilities to deal with fresh 

produce” 

“There are lots of initiatives to reduce food waste, sell by dates, use by dates, you know, all that sort of 

thing. It’s towards reducing food waste. Educating people, and the consumers as to what they can and 

can’t eat effectively” 

Then shortly afterwards, the farmer was questioned on their view and experience with a voluntary or 

regulative approach. The farmer begins to display more personal viewpoint on standards and regulation 
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holistically, using humour to reflect a calm and relaxed attitude. The respondent was given a choice 

between a voluntary and regulatory approach to food waste and the proceeding response was quickly;  

“non regulatory one [...] as soon as you get regulation, it puts you into pigeon holes, and effectively you 

can’t get out of it. That’s the problem with use by dates, and sell by dates. I’m gunna die if I don’t eat it 

by the next day [laughs]”  

In order to build on this subject of regulatory and voluntary approaches, the farmer is asked more 

specifically about the concerns with landfill and the environmental damages it can arguably cause, with 

reference to the literature. The respondent reacts positively; 

“We are trying to incorporate a tax on landfills. Do you think that is a good regulatory movement?” 

“Effectively it is, because it concentrates people’s minds as to the alternatives to doing that. And, that’s 

been quite effective as a regulatory tool [...] yeah very effective as a regulatory tool” 

Maintaining that theme of regulation, the researcher aimed to maintain the interviews focus on regulation 

in terms of standards. The interview then led to a personal problem for the farmer which was previously 

mentioned about the threat of soil born disease. The farmer passionately describes these problems, and 

subsequently reveals the difference between edible produce and sellable produce. 

“Where we’ve just effectively dumped about 600-800 tonnes of carrots, because they are not sellable and 

they’ve got disease” 

“So they’re not edible?” 

“They are edible! But they’re not sellable! There’s a difference. That disease can be anything from the 

size of a penny to the whole carrot being rotten. At the moment, effectively if you’ve got something the 

size of a penny on a carrot, it is not sellable. The disease cannot hurt you” 

The researcher then subsequently probes the farmer, in order to find out where the diseased produce ends 

up in the waste stream; 

“They’ve all gone to a digester; an anaerobic digester. That’s effectively our waste stream there” 

“Carrots are more applicable to going into cattle food, or an anaerobic digester. We’re lucky we have 

that waste stream now, as two or three years ago we didn’t have” 

The farmer deduces that there are 2 to 3 local anaerobic digesters which are used by the local farms in the 

area.  

Finally, as this section of questioning draws to a close, the researcher enquires as to whether the standards 

set on carrots could be changed. The respondent responds to this question with a repeated question to the 

researcher, whereby the interviewee doubts the realistic development of change to that particular 

behavioural or systematic change. 

“How do you drive that change? How do you drive that change? [...]. Because what happens is I put my 

carrots in with the little part of disease on it, and the ones next door have got no disease in, and all the 

people go in and pick the ones up with no disease and mine are left there” 

“It will continue to be that way while there is a differential. You can’t blame the consumer or the retailer 

for offering that differential” 
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Competences 

That subject of consumer and retailer drivers led the interview into the final section of competences. The 

farmer was subsequently asked more questions directed at illustrating their individual knowledge and 

competence regarding food waste and the practises involved. Firstly the farmer was asked why they think 

consumers and retailers drive that narrative. 

“The consumer is effectively saying; I’m money rich and time poor, and I don’t want to spend time 

peeling this and cutting away disease out of that, and throwing that away. That is one of the drivers that 

has been feeding through to retail” 

As a developing subject of the relationship between themselves, the producer, and the retailer and 

consumer, within the interview, the researcher wished to uncover the effect on farmers over time, to these 

specific drivers. The respondent was in turn receptive to that, and relayed the eventuality that 

communication is key and ultimately revealing the importance of openness in the industry; 

“There’s less and less producers whom feel that they are capable of meeting those demands” 

“Because of the number of constraints we’ve spoken about?” 

“Because their own personal circumstances; are they open to research and development, are they open to 

this that and the other. If they’re not, they’re out the door” 

Leading to an unforeseen reference to generation and age, the farmer briefly mentions; 

“Especially older farmers, if they’ve got nobody coming up after them, they’ll say; I’m not interested in 

this, somebody else can take my land on.  No different from any other industry” 

It was clear from body language and facial expressions at the time that the respondent was not biased 

against older farmers. The farmer focused specifically on mentioning to the researcher the importance of 

development, energy and dynamism within any industry. The farmer wanted to convey that the 

motivations and openness to development and innovate must exist.  

In order to fully determine the farmers understanding and competence on the subject of waste 

management, the researcher then aimed to narrow down the line of questioning to waste channels, which 

were previously touched upon earlier in the interview. 

“Which channels would you say are the most consistent?” 

“Well the two big ones now are; cattle feed is [...] is [...] will always be the big one. Or animal feed of 

some description. Digesters are, not everywhere, but that’s another stream now. They are the two big 

ones now” 

Given the farmer touches upon two channels, mentioned within the Waste Management Hierarchy, the 

researcher aimed to cover other channels so subsequently enquired about distributive channels such as 

charities. Farmer responded; 

“Non-starter” 

“Yeah” 

“Absolute non starter” 
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The interview then moved naturally into the subject of communication again, but this time focusing on 

the farmers themselves, internally, and how their relationship is reflected. After remonstrating how there 

is natural competition between farmers, as in all industries, the farmer then reveals the conditions for 

sharing of knowledge and expertise between them. 

 “Yeah. That’s not to say that the avenues to receive knowledge is not open to everybody, because it is. 

That knowledge is out there. It’s whether you as an individual want to access it and use it and can use it” 

“People know effectively if they don’t access that knowledge you’re out of business” 

Finally the researcher inquires as to the knowledge surrounding previously researched policies and 

concepts derived by the government and DEFRA. The farmer hesitates at first when asked about the 

concept of Waste management hierarchy, however goes on to reveal  

“Have you heard of the Waste Management Hierarchy?” 

“[...] No” 

“You’ve never heard of this concept before?” 

“Yes, the answer is I have heard of it. And that’s effectively what we are trying to do on a day to day 

basis” 

After a subsequent line of discussion on DEFRA as a whole, the researcher is led to question the farmer, 

due to their positive outlook on communication throughout the supply chain, how involved they are in the 

deliverance and production of standards spoken about throughout the interview. The farmer responds as 

follows; 

“I’d say not directly. It’s about supply and demand. We can influence what happens, by telling our 

customers what the supply and demand situation is. Last year, we couldn’t supply the market with three in 

line onions at 70ml because the demand was to strong [pause] so, in effect the spec was dropped to 65ml 

so that the supply can match the demand” 

Observations 

Below are the researchers documented observations of their surroundings. Conferring with the participant 

throughout, the researcher was led around the farm into the pack house and warehouse storage facilities, 

whilst the researcher describes them at first hand. These notes were made within a notebook shortly after 

the participant’s tour of facilities, so as not to intimidate the subject whilst cultivating a constant and 

polite engagement in the participant’s explanations.  

Pack House 

 Several vehicles for collecting Asparagus on the field 

 Sorting Lines (both human and technological quality control) 

 Computer determines suitability by size 

 One large Christiaens Grading Machine 

 Cardboard boxes – predominantly used for wholesale 
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 Hundreds of grey treys 

 Pop-up fridge 

  

Onion Storage 

 1-2 degrees for Onion Storage 

 Stored for supermarket surplus supply 

 Stored from September to April (must be available 365 days a year) 

 Participant shows researcher “the window” on an onion, a particular disfigurement which renders 

them unsellable 

 Researcher is shown acceptable sized onion for three in line sock, and unacceptable  
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Appendix C: Consent Form 
 

Informed Consent: 

 

Master Thesis in Sustainable Development: 

Institutional conditions for food waste management:  

A study of horticultural conditions in the UK 

Daniel Packer 

daniel.packer@myport.ac.uk 

 

Project Description:  

 

For my thesis, I am interested in learning more about what factors influence, and are considered by farmers 

when they address food waste in the daily running of their farms. I am also curious as to how this relates to 

the farming sector as a whole, both within the UK and within the east of England. The importance of food 

waste at all levels of a products life cycle is becoming more relevant in political and academic discussion, 

and in analyzing this issue from the producer position this study can reveal where achievable progress has 

been made. This primary research will contain two parts: 

The first part is an in-depth interview, where I aim to record and collect your personal experiences and 

thoughts on the subject of food waste. This interview lasts no longer than one hour and provides a discussion 

where you are free to provide your perspective, your knowledge and expertise on the subject of food waste 

at the producer level. Your perspective is the fundamental part of this research and aims to provide a 

strengthened view of the situation in farming within the literature of food wastage. 

 

The second part will include an observation of the farm itself, led by a member whom is highly involved in 

the daily running of the farm. This observation will be documented with notes in my notebook, as well as 

possible photographs if permitted. It is important for this study to set the scene, and understand the 

characteristics of the case itself, so that the readers are presented with a clear and concise view of the case 

with which they can more easily depict.  

Participants will be emailed an electronic copy of our conversations and will be asked to review them for 

any corrections they wish to implement.  

The information collected through observation and interviews will be kept confidential and will be 

published confidentially. First names and contact numbers will be required for the observation and 

interview process, but these will be destroyed upon completion of the project. First names will be changed 

to protect identities, personal information, and views in the published research. The participant must agree 

to the terms and conditions, comply with the rules, and be willing to participate for the full length of the 
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study. A document proving my enrollment status with Uppsala University will also be provided to each 

participant. 

 

Procedure and Risks: 

 

I would like to record the interview, if you are willing, and use the transcripts to write my materials. I will 

record the interview only with your written consent, and will ask that no personal identifiers be used during 

the interview, to ensure your confidentiality. If personal identifiers are used, they will be changed during 

the transcription process. Please feel free to say as much or as little as you want. You can decide not to 

answer any question, or to stop the interview any time you want. The tapes and transcripts of the interviews 

will become the property of the project. 

The recordings and recording-transcripts (or copy of notes taken) will be kept confidential, without any 

reference to your identity, and your identity will be concealed in any reports written from the interviews. 

There are no known risks associated with participation in the study.  

Benefits: 

 

This study aims to explore the different factors that drive decision-making and practices related to food 

waste and food production and how this relates to sustainability. Hopefully, this should help give direction 

to future studies and education campaigns on food and food waste.   

Cost Compensation: 

 

Participation in this study will involve no cost to participants.  

Confidentiality: 

 

All information collected during the study period will be kept strictly confidential until such time as you 

sign the release waiver. No publications or reports from this project will include identifying information on 

any participant without your signed permission, and after your review of the interview materials. If you 

agree to join this study, please sign your name on the following page. 



 

 

INFORMED CONSENT FOR INTERVIEWS 

Master Thesis in Sustainable Development: 

 

 

I, _____________________________________, agree to be interviewed for the project entitled Master 

Thesis in Sustainable Development: A study of horticultural conditions in the UK, which is being 

produced by Daniel Packer of Uppsala University. 

 

I certify that I have been told of the confidentiality of my participation and information collected for 

this project; that I have been given satisfactory answers to my inquiries concerning project procedures 

and other matters; and that I have been advised that I am free to withdraw my consent and to discontinue 

participation in the project or activity at any time without prejudice. 

 

I agree to participate in one electronically recorded interview for this project. I understand that such 

interviews and related materials will be kept confidential, and that the results of this study may be 

published in a thesis database, academic journal or book. 

 

I agree that any information obtained from this research may be used in any way thought best for this 

study.  

 

 

________________________________________  Date ________________________ 

Signature of Interviewee 

 

If you cannot obtain satisfactory answers to your questions or have comments or complaints about 

your treatment in this study, contact: 

Supervisor: Cecilia Mark-Herbert 

Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences  

Department of Economics  

cecilia.mark-herbert@slu.se  

 

 

Cc: signed copy to interview.  
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Final Consent Form 

 

Master Thesis in Sustainable Development: 

Food Waste: A farmer’s perspective 

A study of horticultural farms in the east of England 

Dear Participant: 

 

This form gives us final authorization to use material from your interview(s) in Master Thesis in 

Sustainable Development: Institutional conditions for food waste management. A draft of these 

materials should have been presented to you for your review, correction, or modification. You may 

grant use rights for this draft “as is,” or with the modifications you specify, if any. See “Conditions” 

at the bottom of the form. 

 

I, _________________________________________________, hereby grant the right to use 

information from recordings and or notes taken in interviews of me, to Daniel Packer, and as 

presented to me as a draft copy. I understand that the interview records will be kept by the interviewer 

and the project, and that the information contained in the interviews may be used in materials to be 

made available to the general public. 

 

 

____________________________________________  Date:__________________________ 

Signature of Interviewee 

 

 

____________________________________________  Date:__________________________ 

Signature of Interviewer 

 

The following conditions limit the release of information, as agreed between the interviewer and 

the interviewee: 

 

_____ None needed 

 

_____ Material may be released once corrections I specified have been made 

 

_____ Material may be released once it has been edited by a third party (please specify) 
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